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!
Introduction !
VetTracker is a FileMaker Pro database solution specifically designed to assist social 
agencies administer veteran programs through HUD, the VA, and other government and 
non-government entities. VetTracker is designed to be flexible, easy to learn and to use, 
and to impose little cost on nonprofit and small government organizations, which are 
recognized to be funded in an often-limited fashion.!!
Major Features !
• Completely customizable workflow - the agency decides what events to track and how 

to track them!!
• Financial reporting on veterans - allows the agency to determine quickly which 

veterans qualify for which programs!!
• Flexible, user-defined reports - Pull data on any event in the system, including the 

ability to compare the elapsed time between two events within any date range!!
• Notifications through email to veteran advocates!!
• Configurable to use a variety of deployment options, from single-user through small 

workgroup hosted from a single computer (including over web browsers) to using a 
server for larger organizations or wider availability!!

System Requirements !
VetTracker is compatible with both Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows operating 
systems. It requires FileMaker Pro version 12 or higher to operate; see http://
help.filemaker.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/4701/~/filemaker-pro-operating-system-
requirements---all-versions for specific system requirements.!!
[Note: Screen shots in this User’s Guide may not exactly match the appearance of the 
screens in the actual product.] 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What’s New !
Release 2.0 of VetTracker brings several new and exciting features. Here’s a summary 
for those already familiar with the package:!!
• Form-based new record creation: When a new veteran record is created, 

VetTracker now presents a form for the user to fill out. The new method assists users 
in completing all the proper data elements and double-checks entries to help prevent 
duplicate entries and other data entry errors.!!

• Event email notifications: Data administrators (users with SuperUser privileges) can 
now indicate events (along with event type / org combinations) to trigger an optional 
email notification to one or more veteran advocates.!!

• Military service history: Many more options for recording a veteran’s service history 
have been added, including branch of service, service component, and start / end date 
for each service period; VA disability (service connect) percentage; disability types; 
discharge information; and more.!!

• Household members / family members: A new module has been added to record 
the members of a veteran’s household, including their relationships to the veteran and 
demographic information.!!

• Event list filtering: Users can narrow the list of events shown during data entry to 
match a selected category and / or date range. This assists users who have interest 
only in a certain category of events to see only what interests them, or to restrict the 
event list by date. This new feature also makes it easier to view event histories for 
veterans with long lists of events.!!

• Events from case notes: Users can now create an event based on a portion of a 
case note. This feature makes it easier to record proper events based on comments 
recorded during case note entry.!!

• Volunteer service hours: You now have the ability to record volunteer hours served 
by individuals in the system. You can also enter records for people within your service 
area who are not technically veterans, but who serve in some other capacity. The 
system will assist you in making a distinction between veterans and volunteers 
automatically.!!

• Survey data collection: Some information is difficult to collect using free text or 
VetTracker’s event-based model. A new module for using survey-style data collection 
has been added to the product. Added late in the development cycle for version 2.0, 
the module does not have extensive reporting capabilities, but will allow you to record 
data and export it for later analysis.!!
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• Data entry completion monitoring: The system now provides feedback on how 
complete data entry is for a given person’s record. Super Users can adjust what data 
entry elements are required to consider a record “complete”. A special event, “Data 
Entry Complete”, is automatically added to the person’s event history when completion 
reaches 100% to facilitate reporting and searching.!!

• New reporting options: Several new reporting options have been added. Among 
them are a new report to assist agencies applying for grants through, for example, the 
Wounded Warrior Project; a county-by-county summary; an SSVF status summary; 
and more.!!!

Deployment Options !
VetTracker can be deployed to your agency in a variety of ways. Which method you 
choose will depend on your number of users, your budget, and the level of convenience 
you choose.!!
Basic Requirements !
VetTracker is a solution built using FileMaker Pro (www.filemaker.com). As such, you 
have some deployment options for using the software, but there must be a FileMaker 
license somewhere in the chain for the package to operate.!!
Option 1: Local computer hard drive. In this use case, VetTracker requires at least one 
client license of FileMaker Pro, which you can purchase from FileMaker, Inc. VetTracker 
requires a minimum of version 12 of FileMaker to operate. If your agency is a nonprofit, 
or you purchase a minimum of 5 licenses (see below for the option to use FileMaker 
clients for the database), a substantial discount is available.!!
Option 2: Hosting using FileMaker Server. You can use FileMaker Server to host the 
database solution. VetTracker is designed to operate using FileMaker’s Instant Web 
Publishing technology, which allows you to log into the database with your normal web 
browser program (see below for specific requirements). If you host using Server, you 
can use strictly web browsers to operate (however, there are some limitations in so 
doing; see below). You can either run your own server, if you have an internal IT 
department, or make use of a hosting service.!!
Option 3: Running the software using FileMaker Go. FileMaker Go is a free app for 
Apple’s iOS operating system, which runs on the iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch devices. 
You can run the software using these devices; however, for this release, the screens are 
not optimized for the small device sizes of the iPhone and iPod Touch.!!
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Backup and Data Stability !
VetTracker is a database application. Like any other computer application, it is 
vulnerable to a variety of environmental and user issues that can cause data loss. Many 
of the deployment options available for this software involve users keeping the 
VetTracker application on a local hard drive, rather than on a server system. While this 
is a convenient option for several reasons, special attention must be taken to ensure 
data stability is not compromised.!!
If you choose to use such an option, it is imperative that periodic backups be kept of the 
VetTracker database files. Additionally, you must make backups only when the database 
is closed and no users are actively in it at the time. Doing otherwise risks compromising 
the database, which can damage it and cause data loss.!!
Deployment Option 1: Single User !
VetTracker can be used by a single user in your agency. In this configuration, a single 
user can become the “data queen” (or king) and take care of all data management in 
VetTracker on a single workstation. A license of FileMaker and VetTracker can be 
installed on that one computer, and that one computer holds all the information.!!
This option is attractive from the standpoint of simplicity and configurability. It also 
requires only a single license of FileMaker to be purchased. However, it is somewhat 
restrictive from an operational standpoint - your data will be accessible only from that 
single machine - and carries the risk of a hard drive crash destroying the data. It is 
highly recommended that good backups be kept, and an alternate installation plan be in 
place.!!
Deployment Option 2: Single Computer Installation with Instant 
Web Publishing !
FileMaker has the capability to “publish” a database application to a web browser, a 
capability known as Instant Web Publishing (IWP). VetTracker has been designed to 
take advantage of this feature. In this deployment option, a single computer “hosts” the 
database using FileMaker Pro, and other users access it using the web browsers 
(Internet Explorer {version 9 or higher}, Firefox, Google Chrome, and Safari are all 
supported) installed on their workstations. The experience over the web is very similar 
to the experience through the FileMaker client, albeit with some limitations.!!
This option can be very attractive to small organizations with limited budgets, since they 
can have multiple users (up to 6, one hosting the database and 5 sharing it over IWP) 
without purchasing multiple FileMaker licenses. Where resources are tight, and all users 
are within the same office (i.e. inside the same intranet), IWP is relatively easy to 
configure.!
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However, this option is usually unsuitable for situations where all the users are not co-
located (where they have to communicate through the open Internet), since special 
network setup is usually required. In addition, this option carries with it the same risks of 
data loss associated with option 1, so stringent backup discipline is strongly 
recommended.!!!
Sharing VetTracker From a Single Computer Via IWP !
1. Open VetTracker from your hard drive into FileMaker Pro (see “Logging In” below).!
2. Select File > Sharing > Instant Web Publishing.!
3. Turn on Instant Web Publishing.!
4. Record the IP address of the computer (it will be needed by users wanting to log in).!
5. Click “OK”.!!
Opening VetTracker As a Guest Over IWP !
1. Open a web browser (Safari, Google Chrome, or Firefox)!
2. In the address bar, type “http://[IP address]/fmi/iwp” (the IP address will be the same 

as recorded in step 4 above).!
3. Click “VetTracker” in the available list of files.!
4. When the dialog for user name and password is presented, enter “VetTracker” as the 

user name. Leave the password blank. Click “Login”.!
5. Log in normally (see “Logging In” below)!!

� � !
Deployment Option 3: Single Computer Installation with 
FileMaker Network Sharing !
In addition to sharing through Instant Web Publishing, a single computer running 
FileMaker Pro can share the database with other computers on the same network. This 
is called “network sharing”, and is intended for situations similar to the ones addressed 
by IWP. It has certain advantages over IWP, most notably that the VetTracker 
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experience inside the FileMaker client is far richer than what is possible over IWP (due 
mostly to limitations of web browsers). Of course, the major disadvantage with this 
model is the need to purchase additional FileMaker licenses, which adds to the cost.!!
Note that it is possible to “mix and match” options 2 and 3; some users can share the 
database using IWP, while others can share using FileMaker Pro. There is no issue with 
doing so. Sharing between facilities is often difficult with this method, just as with IWP, 
due to network configuration issues.!!
As you might expect, sharing in this manner carries the same risks as options 1 and 2 
with regard to data loss; backup discipline is required to safeguard data.!!
Sharing VetTracker From a Single Computer Via FileMaker Network Sharing !
1. Open VetTracker from your hard drive into FileMaker Pro (see “Logging In” below).!
2. Choose File > Sharing > FileMaker Network.!
3. In the FileMaker Network Settings dialog box, set Network Sharing to On.!
4. Click “OK”.!!
Opening VetTracker As a Guest Over FileMaker Network Sharing !
1. Open FileMaker Pro.!
2. Select File > Open Remote.!
3. Under “View”, choose “Local Hosts”.!
4. The hosting computer should appear in the list. Click it.!
5. VetTracker should appear in the list on the right-hand side. Double-click it.!
6. Log in as normal (see “Logging In” below).!!
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Deployment Option 4: Hosting VetTracker on a Local Server !
Instead of hosting the database using FileMaker Pro, it can be hosted using the 
FileMaker Server product. This offers far greater stability, automated backups, and 
protection from data loss than hosting on a desktop or laptop computer. Server is 
designed specifically to host database solutions, and is the preferred method for 
providing access to FileMaker databases.!!
In this option, the customer installs FileMaker Server (indeed, FileMaker Server 
Advanced is required to use the Instant Web Publishing feature) on a server at their 
place of business. Such a configuration offers several advantages. The customer 
maintains control over the data, the server, and the users’ accesses to both. Backups 
can be completely configured as the customer desires. The logs can be freely accessed 
by the customers or by their IT departments to troubleshoot any issues that may arise. 
And, since the Server product is capable of handling many more connections than the 
FileMaker Pro product, there will be an increase from 5 to 100 in the number of possible 
IWP connections to the database.!!
Naturally, there is significantly increased cost with this option. Not only is the purchase 
of a Server Advanced license required, but the day-to-day maintenance of a server - its 
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patching, backups, updates, and so forth - can easily strain a budget. Further, the 
customer would be assuming the responsibility for any security on the server itself, 
especially if it is exposed to the open Internet. Therefore, this option is recommended 
only for organizations with dedicated IT staff who are familiar with the FileMaker product 
line.!!
Deployment Option 5: Hosting VetTracker Through an Internet-
Based FileMaker Hosting Service !
There are a number of companies who provide hosting services for FileMaker 
databases, in recognition of the need of trained, dedicated staff to manage servers for 
this purpose. Should you decide to consider this option, it carries several benefits. The 
database files will be available from any point that has Internet access, just as if you 
built and maintained the server yourself. Backups will be taken care of, and the stability 
of the Server product is provided. You can use any combination of FileMaker Pro and 
Instant Web Publishing clients, at your discretion. And, as with hosting your own server, 
the number of available connections will dramatically increase.!!
Of course, as with all options technical, there are disadvantages as well. With a hosting 
service, you lose some measure of control over what’s going on. You may not have 
access to server logs without going through the provider. You will most likely not have 
access to start and stop databases (which may require developer intervention). Since 
you will likely be sharing a server with other customers, you may not have use of all 100 
available IWP connections to the server. Finally, hosting through a provider involves a 
monthly cost - which will normally be far less than purchasing your own server, but may 
still be a deterrent to using this option.!!
The developer can assist you with making the appropriate choice for your situation. But 
hopefully this information has been of some help.!!
Logging In !
Whichever deployment method you choose for your organization (and you can change 
later, if your needs change or if you just decide to try something different), you’ll need to, 
at some point, actually log into the system to use the software. (Imagine that.) 
VetTracker works like most other database software; each user will have an account in 
the system, and you’ll log in using those credentials. (When you initially set up the 
system, the developer will assist you in creating your first batch of accounts.)!!
Logging in is a little bit different on Instant Web Publishing than it is using the FileMaker 
client. Basically, there’s an extra step, so we’ll cover the IWP version first.!!
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Logging In Over Instant Web Publishing !
To log into VetTracker over IWP, you’ll first go to a specified web address in your web 
browser. It will look something like this:!!
! http://[IP address or host name]/fmi/iwp!!
Your developer or the hosting service can provide you with the IP address or host name. 
(Note that you won’t have a host name unless you’re using a dedicated server that has 
a DNS entry, or you’re using a hosting service. You’ll have to use an IP address if you’re 
hosting VetTracker from a client computer.) Once you enter this address (which you can 
bookmark or add to a company web page), you’ll see the FileMaker Instant Web 
Publishing Home Page for the server in question:!!

� !!
Some number of databases, including VetTracker, will be listed as links on the left-hand 
side of the page. (This will be dependent on what databases are being hosted on that 
server via IWP.) If you’re using a single client computer, all you may see might be 
VetTracker. If you’re on a hosting company’s server, you may see many databases.!!!!
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In any event, to get into the system, click the VetTracker link. The page will display the 
login form, as seen below:!! !

� !!
VetTracker has a default account that’s used for entry into the system. It’s a bare bones 
account that has almost no privileges at all, designed to get you in so the system can 
ask your for your “real” credentials. So, when logging in over IWP, you’ll basically log in 
twice. (This won’t happen using the FileMaker client, since the first login is automatic, 
but that’s not possible in the IWP environment.)!!
The first login is very simple, however. The Account Name is “VetTracker”, and there is 
no password, just as you see here. Once you enter that, click “Login” or press “Return”. 
The system will log you into the database, and you’ll be presented with the Login 
screen:! !

� !!
At this point, enter your personal account name and password (which your local system 
administrator can give you). That gets you into the system.!
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Note: There’s an on screen warning that pressing “Return” will not submit your login 
information. This is a limitation of the Instant Web Publishing engine. You’ll have to click 
the “Login” button for your changes to be submitted.!!
Logging In Using the FileMaker Client !
Logging in with the FileMaker client is simpler than using IWP in one respect, since 
there is only a single login. You can get to the database in one of a few different ways:!!
• You can use a URL in your web browser to launch the database. That URL will look 

something like this:  fmp://[IP address or host name]/VetTracker.fmp12. Just as with 
IWP, you can get the IP address and / or host name from your hosting company, 
server administrator, or the person who’s hosting the database on his or her computer.!!

• You can use Open Remote in the FileMaker File menu. If your host is on the local 
intranet, it will show up under Local Hosts. If not, you can save a Favorite Host that 
points to it. See the FileMaker Help for details or contact the developer for assistance.!!

• Once you have opened VetTracker inside FileMaker, you can save it to your Favorites 
menu. Choose File > Open Favorite > Add Current File to Favorites. This will cause 
VetTracker, as hosted from its current location, to show up in your Favorites menu and 
you can open it by selecting its menu item.!!

• Also from inside FileMaker, if you want a desktop shortcut into the system, you can 
use a feature called Snapshot. From the Main Menu of VetTracker, choose File > Save 
/ Send Records As > Snapshot Link. This will create a “snapshot” file (with a file 
extension of .fmpsl) wherever you want (presumably, your desktop). You can double-
click it to get yourself back into the system and to the Main Menu. (Note: This feature 
will only work with FileMaker clients; getting in through Instant Web Publishing will 
require saving a URL shortcut to your desktop, which you can do by dragging the URL 
of the system from your browser to your desktop once you’re in.)!!

• The developer can provide you with a desktop “opener” file for accessing your system. 
This may be the easiest solution for an organization where a remote hosting service is 
being used. 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By whatever means you open VetTracker, it will be the same procedure once the file is 
open. You’ll automatically be passed through the default account and be presented with 
the Login screen:! !

� !!
Just as with the IWP login, enter your personal credentials. In this case, hitting “Return” 
does work to submit your input.!!
Once you have successfully passed the login check, you’ll be directed to the Main 
Menu, which basically is the same in IWP or the FileMaker client.!!
Note: There is a special privilege set called “Restricted Guest”. Users whose accounts 
use this privilege set will have a reduced Main Menu, as all they are permitted to do is 
run certain reports from the system. Hence, the only button those users will see is the 
“Stats / Reports” button.!!!!!!!
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System Conventions !
There are some commonalities throughout VetTracker that users will want to be familiar 
with. Being aware of these conventions will make the users’ experiences much 
smoother.!!
Action Icons !
There are some commonly used icons in the system that users will see. Take a look at 
the table below to familiarize yourself with them.!!

!

Icon Use

Main Menu: Click this (or the label next to it) to return to the Main Menu.

Add record / item: This icon appears wherever you can add a new item to 
an existing record. For example, you’ll see this on the Data Entry screen 
when you can add a new event to a veteran’s record.

New record / person: This icon appears on the data entry screen. Click it 
to create a new veteran record.

Add data / new domain record: This icon shows up on your options 
screens. Use it to create a new domain table record or attach one domain 
table record to another (see the Options section for instructions).

Add document to event: This icon appears next to any event that does 
not have a document attached. Click it to attach a document.

Documents: On any event where documents are already attached, this 
icon appears. Click it to review, edit, delete, or add more documents.

Delete data: This icon appears frequently, basically anywhere you can 
remove data from the system. Click it to do so; you’ll get a confirmation 
prompt.

Report: Click this icon to generate a report. Exactly what report will 
depend on the context. Sometimes, you’ll need to tell the system what 
report you want to generate before clicking.

Find: This icon indicates you can perform a find on the field next to it.
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There are some additional icons within the system; these will be explained at the time 
their features are covered. In addition, every icon will have a tooltip (pop-up instructions) 
that will appear if you hover your mouse over it for a short period.!!
Direct Data Entry !
VetTracker is set up for two types of data entry. The first is entering data directly. You 
can either click your mouse into a field (the field will acquire a highlighted outline to 
indicate it’s the one with focus), or use the Tab key to move from field to field. Type 
normally from your computer keyboard. Example below.!!

� !!
Click and Select !
The second kind of data entry in VetTracker is called Click and Select. This feature 
allows users to pick from established lists of options which are then added to a data 
record. You’ll see this throughout the system where the options for data entry are drawn 
from a list of established options.!!
One example is very common, that of entering a new event for a veteran. From the Data 
Entry screen, you would click the New Event icon, and the system will present you with 
the Select Event screen (partial screen shot shown):!!

� !!
Click the option you want, and VetTracker will automatically insert it on the veteran.!
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The Click and Select feature is used frequently in the system. VetTracker will invoke it 
automatically when needed. More detail on using this option will be provided in the 
instructions for each feature.!!
In some cases, Click and Select allows you to select more than one choice. If this is the 
case, the instructions for the screen will indicate you can do so. Click once to include an 
item, and click the same item again to exclude it. Items you have selected will be 
highlighted.!!
Deleting Items !
On many screens, you have the option to delete items. This option should be used 
carefully; deleted items cannot be recovered. In some cases, they are easy to recreate 
(like events). In other cases, recovery of deleted items may be difficult or impossible 
without assistance from a hosting service or backup recovery (like veteran records). In 
all cases, it is highly recommended that users be very certain that they are 
deleting the correct data before confirming the deletion dialog that will be 
presented whenever a record deletion is requested!!!
Notes on Using Instant Web Publishing !
As previously noted, VetTracker has been designed to support FileMaker’s Instant Web 
Publishing technology. This technology allows you to use VetTracker potentially without 
purchasing licenses of FileMaker Pro. However, you will need to be aware of some 
differences in behavior when using IWP versus using VetTracker from a FileMaker 
client.!!
Saving Data !
Since FileMaker is a database environment, saving your changes works a little 
differently from most other desktop applications you’re probably familiar with. Data 
changes are made and saved at the record level, which is called “committing the 
record”. VetTracker has been configured to prompt you whenever you do something that 
would cause a record to be committed. Such actions might include clicking outside a 
field (including clicking on a button), changing records, changing layouts, or exiting the 
database. You’ll be presented with a dialog that looks like the one on the next page:!! !
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� !!
As you can see, you’ll have three options. They have different functions, which we’ll look 
at briefly:!!

• “Save” means any changes you’ve made to the current record will be saved to the 
database.!!

• “Don’t Save” means any changes you’ve made will be “reverted”, or rolled back to 
the way the record was before you edited it.!!

• “Cancel” means the current action is cancelled and the record will remain open for 
editing. Your changes are not committed, but neither are they wiped out.!!

This action happens when you’ve edited a record and click any button to perform a 
function. Your choice will affect how that function works:!!

• If you choose “Save” or “Don’t Save”, the function will proceed after the record is 
either saved or reverted.!

• If you choose “Cancel”, the function will be cancelled.!!
So, unlike most other computer programs, you won’t be manually saving your changes 
in VetTracker as you work. Instead, every time you do something that would require 
FileMaker to save your change, you’ll be prompted to choose whether you want to save 
or not.!
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There’s an important concept to understand with regard to related records, as well. 
(What’s a “related record”? My uncle’s birth certificate?) Simply put, a “related record” is 
a record that exists within the database, but not in the same data table. Let’s look at an 
example so it’ll make more sense.!!
Let’s pretend we’re working on case notes for Mr. Test Veteran, seen here:!!

� !!
Note that Mr. Veteran has two case notes associated with his record. Let’s say we’re 
going to do some editing, and we edit both case notes, as seen on the next page:!!!
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� !!
Notice that both case notes showing on the screen have new information in them. 
They’ve been edited, but not saved (committed) to the database. Also notice we’ve 
added some text in the HMIS No field. So we’ve edited two related records (the case 
notes) and the main record (also known as the “parent”). What happens when we click 
outside a field? We get our confirmation dialog:!

!!
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Now, we’re going to hit “Don’t Save”. We want to go back to the way the record was 
before we edited. What happens?!! !

� !!!
Wow. All of our changes were wiped out. The new information in the HMIS No field is 
gone, and all the changes to the case notes are as well. This is how record revert 
works. All pending changes, both to the parent record and to the related records, will be 
wiped out if you choose “Don’t Save”! So make sure you really don’t want to save the 
changes!!!
Instant Web Publishing works just a little differently, due not so much to limitations in the 
IWP engine as to the nature of web browsing. Hence, on every screen, once you have 
started editing a record, you will see some buttons appear in the Status Area at the top:!!

� !!
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These buttons are used to compensate for the “stateless” nature of web browsing. 
Whenever you are ready to save your changes after editing a record in VetTracker when 
using Instant Web Publishing, you’ll need to click the “Submit” button. Alternatively, if 
you change your mind, click “Cancel”. Clicking “Revert” will revert any changes you’ve 
made to the record since the last commit was performed.!!
Unlike the FileMaker client, the IWP client has no auto-commit capability. There’s no 
way for VetTracker to trigger an automatic dialog when you click away from a field, for 
example, so you won’t get a warning dialog if that happens. You will notice that the IWP 
engine will not permit you to navigate away from the screen until one of the three 
buttons has been clicked. You’ll basically be “stuck” until you tell the system what you 
want to do with the record you’re on.!!
Note that many of the buttons and functions built into VetTracker will compensate for 
this limitation automatically. When you click one of those buttons, you will get the 
warning dialog; this is built into the VetTracker code. However, in normal editing, you’ll 
need to use the native IWP functionality.!!
Value List Differences !
Also affected by the IWP interface are value lists (pull-down menus, pull-down lists). In 
the FileMaker client, you can click once in a field equipped with such a list, and it will 
automatically drop down. In the IWP client, you’ll need to click twice, once to open the 
record for editing, and once to deploy the list. This is normal.!!
Logging Out !
Finally, it’s important not to leave VetTracker by simply closing your browser window. 
This leaves your session open with the host; it does not close you out of the database. 
This can cause the host (whether it’s another computer or a server) to run out of hosting 
options, especially in the case where you’re a guest of a regular desktop computer and 
not a FileMaker server. Whenever you leave the system, be sure to go back to the Main 
Menu and click on the “Log Out” button:! !

� !!
This terminates your session properly and frees up the session space for another user.!!!
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Emergencies / Getting Stuck !
In some cases, you may accidentally find yourself “stuck” in the IWP interface with no 
way to escape. This can happen if a scripted function fails, or if the server hangs up 
momentarily and some code is left in a suspended state. Should this happen, you may 
be unable to discover how to release your session from the server.!!
In the IWP interface, the Status Area appears at the top of the screen, just as it does in 
the FileMaker client. Should you become trapped, you can click the “Log Out” button to 
terminate your session. Then, log back into the system and try again.!!

� !!
However, on some screens, the Status Area has been hidden for aesthetic purposes. In 
those cases, you’ll need to drop it down to find the Log Out button. Do so using the 
small gray triangle on the far left-hand side:!!

� !!
Clicking the triangle will expand the Status Area and give you access to the Log Out 
button. From there, you can terminate your IWP session.!!
Unavailable Features !
Although the developer has tried to make as much functionality as possible available in 
all environments, certain VetTracker features are not available through the IWP 
interface. This is mostly due to limitations of the IWP technology itself. The missing 
features are listed below:!!
• As of this writing, the insertion and viewing of documents attached to veteran event 

history records is not available. Documents can only be attached, detached, and 
viewed via a FileMaker client.!!

• Reports cannot be saved to the desktop or viewed in a separate browser tab or 
window as they can with the FileMaker client. If you want a copy of an onscreen 
report, you’ll need to copy / paste or use a screen shot utility (such as SnagIt on 
Windows or GrabIt on the Mac).!!

• Warning colors on records, such as the “do not delete” highlighting in the Options 
screens, does not work on IWP. You will still be warned if you attempt to delete a 
record that has been locked.!!
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• The duplicate record warning feature (see below) does not function when using Instant 
Web Publishing.!!!

Person Data Entry 

!
Entering data on individuals being served by your agency is at the heart of the 
VetTracker system. Without accurate data entry, the system can serve no useful 
purpose. Fortunately, VetTracker is specifically designed to make data entry simple and 
easy.!!
Data entry is organized around a series of tabs, each of which focuses on an area of 
interest. Data common to the person across every area can be found at the top of the 
screen; you can modify that information regardless of which tab you currently have 
selected.!
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Data Common to Every Tab !
At the top of the data entry area, you’ll find fields for entering data that will be visible 
across all tabs. Most of this information is simple to enter; it goes into free text fields. In 
a couple of cases, you have selection lists available, either pull-downs or Click and 
Select. You can edit these options from the Main Menu using the Edit Options 
functionality if you have Super User privileges; otherwise, contact your on site system 
administrator to make changes.!!
A couple of special notes about the common data area:!!
• The Social Security number has an input mask built into it. All you have to do is enter 

the 10 digits; VetTracker will automatically insert the correct formatting for you.!!
• There is a series of checkboxes across the screen, just under all the fields for 

demographic information. These indicate the various roles a person can play in the 
system. You can manually set these by clicking the appropriate selection. However, 
VetTracker also sets them in an automated fashion, such that appropriate roles are 
automatically chosen when the data associated with a person match the roles. Hence, 
you may receive an error message if you try to remove a role from a person in 
contradiction with the data attached to that person. If this happens, either leave the 
role in place, or correct the attached data. You can see the checkboxes below:!

!!
• The Referral Source pop-down list is user-configurable. Users with Super User 

privileges can make changes to it from the Edit Options button on the Main Menu (see 
below for instructions).!!
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!
• Duplicate entries of veterans can be an issue. Therefore, VetTracker is equipped with 

a “duplicate prevention” feature. If you enter a first and last name of a veteran that 
already exists, VetTracker will warn you that you’re creating a duplicate:!

!
This feature only works if the first and last name are exactly the same, unfortunately. If 
you enter “Charlie Brown” and “Charles Brown” on two different records, for example, 
the system has no way of knowing those are actually the same person. Therefore, the 
system does not allow new veteran entry directly; you’ll use a form-based entry process 
outlined later.!!
Note also that this feature does not work when using VetTracker with Instant Web 
Publishing.!!!
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• Sometimes, it’s useful to know whether or not you’ve entered all the data needed for a 

veteran. On the Data Entry screen, there’s a “% Compl” indicator on the right-hand 
side, above the “Volunteer Hours” tab:!

!
If you click on this indicator, it will identify what data elements are missing from the 
person’s record:!
!

!
A user with Super User privileges can change what data entry elements are required for 
100% complete data entry. (See the administration section of this User’s Guide later for 
details.)!!!
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Quick Reports !
Entering the data on the various tabs ensures that VetTracker can reproduce the data 
properly, linking it back to assemble statistics and reports so you have an accurate 
picture of what’s going on in your program. However, it can also make it a little difficult if 
all you want to do is just read the information, especially if there’s a lot of text involved 
(which can happen with entries like Case Notes). To help with this situation, VetTracker 
is equipped with a Quick Report feature that allows you to see all the information about 
a given veteran for a specific tab on every tab.!!
For example, if you’re currently looking at the Event History tab, you can click the Quick 
Report icon to see a report of the entire Event History of the veteran you’re currently 
viewing. The report icon looks like this:!!
� !!
Use it anywhere you see it on a particular tab.!!
Creating a New Person Record !
Databases essentially do two things: Capture and store data, and retrieve data to 
present it in a meaningful way. That’s it. Nothing more, really. But in order to perform the 
second function - retrieving and presenting information in a meaningful way - it’s 
essential for data to be entered correctly and completely.!!
VetTracker is designed to give you a head start in this area whenever you enter a new 
veteran record. Rather than needing to navigate to all the various tabs to get the data 
entered, a new person record is entered into a form-like input screen. The system will 
then move the data to the correct tabs once it’s validated that all data have been 
entered correctly and completely. Let’s take a look at how that works.!!
To create a new person record, you start by clicking “New Person” in the toolbar, 
clicking the “New” icon, choosing “New Person” in the People menu, or by pressing 
Control-N (Window) or Command-N (Mac). (Note that, in IWP, you’re limited to using the 
“New Person” buttons.) The system will present you with the choice of either a new 
Veteran, or a new Volunteer:!
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!
Just for this example, let’s assume you choose “Veteran”. (Most new data entry will 
likely be veterans, not volunteers.) You’ll be presented with the New Veteran Data Entry 
screen:!
!

!
You’ll fill out the form as shown. Fields with red backgrounds will be required. (On IWP, 
required fields do not have red backgrounds due to limitations of the IWP environment. 
You will, however, be alerted if you do not fill out all needed fields.)!!
Some of the elements allow multiple entry. Use the Click and Select method to add 
items. Items that allow multiple entry include Service Periods, Decorations, and Initial 
Events.!!
Once you’re done entering data, click “Submit” and your new record will be cross-
checked against the various validation rules (checking for duplicates, required fields 
being entered, proper data types, and so forth). If everything checks out, the record will 
be created in the system and you’ll be presented with it in the regular Data Entry 
screen.!!
(Note: SuperUsers have the ability to set what fields are required for a new veteran 
record. More on this later.)!!
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!
However, if there is a problem with your entry, VetTracker will alert you to the issue and 
give you some options for dealing with it. For example, if you have failed to complete all 
required fields, you’ll see this dialog:!

!
You’ll then be returned to the New Veteran entry form. A similar chain of events will 
occur if you fail to enter numeric values for Social Security Number or Phone (if they’re 
required).!!
On the other hand, if you complete all required fields correctly, there may still be an 
issue. You may inadvertently enter a veteran record that is the same or similar to an 
existing veteran. If this occurs, you’ll be notified with the dialog:!
!

!
Once you click “OK”, you’ll have an opportunity to view the record or records that 
tripped VetTracker into thinking your new entry was a duplicate:!
You have four options from this screen:!
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• “Save New” means your new entry is okay as entered, and you want to go ahead 

with putting it in as a new record. You should be cautious with this option; the reason 
VetTracker flagged the entry is that it sees the new data as duplicate with existing 
data in some form. Be certain that the new person really isn’t a duplicate of one of 
the existing entries before you select this option.!!

• “Merge” permits you to choose some of the information you’ve entered or some of 
the information that already exists on the record and merge the two records together. 
This option should also be used with caution. Merging two records cannot easily be 
undone. If you think the person you have entered as a new entry is the same person 
as one already existing, it may be more appropriate to edit the existing record 
directly than to use the Merge function. Otherwise, a large amount of duplicate 
information, such as events, addresses, phone numbers, service history, and more, 
may end up being duplicated on the target record inadvertently.!!

• “View” allows you to view the existing record. This terminates the new record 
creation procedure.!!

• “Cancel” does what it says; it takes you back to the New Veteran form to allow you to 
try again.!!!
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“Save New” we’ve explained above. “View” and “Cancel” are mostly self-explanatory, 
but let’s take a look at “Merge”. If you were to click it, you’d see a screen like this:!

!
On the left is the information for the existing record. On the right is the information for 
your new entry. You can click each field individually to select what information to keep (a 
green background will indicate what information will “win”). When you’re done, click 
“Submit” to save the information.!!
(Note: Some information, such as service history, address, phone, email, and other data 
that have more than one entry per veteran will simply be added to the veteran’s record.)!!
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There is yet another possibility. Your workflow may have established that one or more 
survey questions are to be asked of a new veteran when his record is created. (How 
this is configured is covered later.) If this is the case, when your new entry has passed 
all checks, you’ll be presented with a survey entry screen:!
!

!
The questions are organized by the survey to which they belong. You should answer 
each question, as appropriate. Fields with red backgrounds indicate that free text 
answers are not allowed (this is configured by the Super User who created the survey 
template). When you’re done entering the survey answers, simply close the window.!!
Attaching a Document to A Veteran !
NOTE: At present, this capability is not available to clients using Instant Web Publishing. 
Only clients using FileMaker Pro and / or FileMaker Go can make use of this feature.!!
VetTracker has the capability to attach one or more documents to a given veteran’s 
record. This comes in handy when you want to keep electronic copies of your important 
documents that are associated with a given vet. For example, if you have just finished 
an intake of a veteran into a program, you may wish to scan the documents and store 
them inside the system. Or you may want to keep copies of documentation at various 
stages as the veteran moves through the system. VetTracker will allow you to attach as 
many documents or as few as you like to any given veteran, making it flexible for your 
workflow.!
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Note: For those with privacy or security concerns, the documents are stored 
in an encrypted format, accessible only through the VetTracker interface. 
Additional security can be provided by hosting VetTracker on a FileMaker 
server, where access to the storage directories will be limited to server 
management personnel.!!

To attach, review, or delete documents attached to a veteran, click the “document” icon 
located in the header. This icon appears in two forms. If there are no documents 
currently attached to the veteran, it will appear as a single document with a green “+”, 
like this:   !

!
If, on the other hand, one or more documents is already attached to the veteran’s 
record, you’ll see a multiple document icon, like this:!

!
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!
In either case, the user action is the same. Clicking on the icon will bring up the 
Documents Data Entry screen:!!

!

!!
Attaching a document is simple. You enter the text of the document’s description under 
“Document Description”. Click “Insert” to insert the document, and “Delete” (the button 
that says that) to remove it. The “Delete” icon allows you to remove that document from 
the database.!!
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When you insert content, a small magnifying glass icon with a “+” symbol will appear. 
This is the Zoom icon, which you can see above next to the images. The Zoom icon 
gives you the capability to view the content in a larger context. If you click it, the system 
will present the document in the appropriate program used to create it (e.g., Adobe 
Acrobat Reader for PDF documents, Preview or Paint for images, etc.).!!
When done inserting documents for the current veteran, simply close the window. You’ll 
be returned to the Data Entry screen.!!
Tab-Specific Features and Functions !
Many of the features of the Data Entry screen are associated with the appropriate tabs. 
For you to use the software effectively, it will be important for you to understand how 
each of the tabs is organized and what functions are contained there. This section of the 
User’s Guide covers each tab in detail.!!
Event Tab 

!
The Event tab is the heart of data entry for veterans. (Some volunteers may also 
receive event entries, depending on your particular workflow.) Many database systems 
will have a wide variety of checkboxes, radio buttons, or the like for entering various 
information about individuals. Such a convention often seems desirable and 
straightforward; however, it necessarily hard-locks the system to a particular workflow, 
making it difficult to adapt the software to changes in your business model. Such a 
design also creates issues if an old data element is no longer needed. It can’t be 
deleted, because it contains legacy data, but it also can’t be left on the data entry 
screens, because it would attract further entry that’s no longer appropriate.!!
VetTracker avoids these issues by use of Event Status Codes. Whenever a veteran’s 
status changes, or some information about that veteran is determined to be in effect, 
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you will usually record that information by entering an event in the Event History. Some 
examples of events that are included with the system are:!!
• Initial Contact!
• Initial HCP Needed!
• Initial HCP Completed!
• Screened!
• Referred!
• Enrolled!
• Need Identified!
• Need Filled!
• Discharged!
• Starting Employment!!
These are only examples. As with most such items in VetTracker, the list of events can 
be edited by users with Super User privileges (more on this later).!!
In addition to the simple event itself, events are equipped to carry Event Types as well 
as Orgs as further subdivisions of detail. This allows your organization to mix and match 
the various combinations in countless ways.!!
For example, say you have a veteran who has been Screened. Screened for what, you 
might say? And by whom? The answer to what would be an Event Type. It might be the 
SSVF Program. It might be HUDVASH. By whom might be your organization, SSVF, the 
VA, or any other organization.!!
Another good example might be Need Identified and Need Filled. When you see these, 
you may be puzzled. How can I say what sort of need we’re talking about - housing, 
financial, employment, what? Those would be the Event Types. So you’ll select Need 
Identified for the Event Status Code, and then VetTracker will prompt you to select what 
type of need we’re talking about.!!
Why do it this way, you might ask? Why not just have a single list with all the 
combinations? Let’s take a look at what that might look like, just using the example 
above.!!
• Screened for SSVF Program by (your org)!
• Screened for SSVF Program by SSVF!
• Screened for SSVF Program by VA!
• Screened for HUDVASH by (your org)!
• Screened for HUDVASH by SSVF!
• Screened for HUDVASH by VA!!
As you can see, the list grows rapidly. Can you imagine how long the list could get if we 
put all the combinations in a single list? Instead, by doing it this way, we can put a huge 
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number of possible combinations together without creating a data entry nightmare for 
the poor person who has to scroll through all those possibilities.!!
Creating a New Event !
Let’s take a quick look at how this might work in the system. Let’s add an event to a 
dummy record and see what happens. We’ll start with this example veteran:!!!
To add an event to a veteran, you click the New icon  ->    � !!!
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VetTracker will automatically present you with the list of possible Event Status Codes:!!

� !!!!
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We’re going to pick a code that has some Event Types and Orgs associated with it. 
We’ll click on “Initiated Enrollment”. When we do, we get the list of Event Types 
associated with that Event Status Code:! !

� !!
As you can see, a person can have his enrollment initiated in the SSVF Program or the 
VA. (This, of course, can be edited or added to by the on site system administrator - the 
person with Super User privileges.) Just for grins, we’ll choose “SSVF Program”. The 
system will then give us a list of possible organizations who are responsible for the 
initiation of enrollment:!!

� !!
In this particular case, we have three potential organizations. (Again, your administrator 
will be able to add more.) We’ll pick the VA.!!
VetTracker returns us to the Data Entry screen. Let’s take a look at what happens.!

A new event has been recorded on the vet’s record. The Event Type and Org are listed, 
and the system has entered the date on which the event occurred. (It will default to the 
date you create the event, but you can change it.)!!
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Some events have neither an Event Type nor an Org associated with them. Some have 
only one or the other. It will all depend on how the Event Status Codes have been 
configured. VetTracker will only present you with the screen to select the Event Type 
and Org if those options are available for the particular Event Status Code you’ve 
selected.!!
Although this explanation seems complex, after you do it a few times, you’ll find it to be 
straightforward and simple.!!
EMail Notifications for Events !
VetTracker has the capability to trigger a notification to one or more veteran advocates 
when an event is added to a veteran’s record. If the combination of event, event type, 
and org has been established by the SuperUsers as one that should do so, whenever 
the event is attached, you’ll be prompted and asked if you want to send an email, like 
this:!

!
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If you choose “Attached”, the system will automatically assign the email addresses of all 

veteran advocates attached to the veteran. Choosing “Select” brings up a selection 
screen where you can choose what advocates to include:!
The veteran advocates highlighted in light green are the ones who have been selected. 
(Their names have been obscured for privacy purposes.) Once the names have been 
selected, you would click “Done” to present the email screen:!
!

!
In this case, the email text will consist of the event that’s been added, along with any 
case notes added within the last 3 days. You can edit the contents of the email once you 
click “Send EMail”, as it will appear in your email client (assuming your client is 
supported), or you can copy and paste the text into your client.!!
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Modifying an Existing Event !
Sometimes, it might be useful to change elements of an event after it’s been entered 
into the system. Perhaps you want to use a particular event chain as a status rather 
than entering individual events as the individual passes through the different points in 
the workflow. (Note: This approach is not necessarily recommended; it disables the 
utility of the Days Elapsed report; however, you may find it more useful if you do not 
wish to track individual events and don’t care about how long it takes to go from event A 
to event B in the chain.)!!
VetTracker allows you to change the event type and organization associated with an 
event (along with the date) after it has been entered. (You can’t change the event status 
code; you’ll need to delete the event and re-enter it from scratch if you make a mistake.) 
In order to change either Event Type or Org, just click on the field. VetTracker will allow 
you to make a new selection in the same way you do when creating a new event.!!
Filtering the Event List !
Sometimes, a veteran’s list of events can become quite long, especially if he has been 
with your agency for a significant period of time or has had a need of multiple services. 
It can be cumbersome to look through a long scrolling list for a specific event. To 
address this need, VetTracker allows you to narrow or “filter” the list by event category 
so you can see only what you need to see.!!
Above the list of events on the left-hand side of the tab is a field showing the current 
category of events being shown:!
!

!
In this case, “All” events are being shown (this is the default when you first navigate to 
the Data Entry screen). You can change to any category in the system, however, by 
clicking on the category field. VetTracker will display the list of system categories. 
Choose one and the list will be narrowed down to match.!!
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Let’s take an example to make it clearer. This veteran has a long list of entries:!

!
To narrow down the list, we click the category field and choose “Enrollment” (just as an 
example). Watch what happens to the list:!

!
Only a single event on this veteran’s list - “Enrolled in VRAP” - fits within the “Enrolled” 
category. VetTracker narrows the list and shows just that one event.!!
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To show all events again, click the green “All” button.!!
You can also filter the event list by date. To the center and right of the tab, above the 
event list, is a pull-down with predefined date periods, as well as a start and end date:!

You can either choose one of the predefined date ranges, or enter one manually on your 
own. VetTracker will automatically filter the event list to correspond to events that fall 
within your selected date range.!!
There are a couple of points to keep in mind when using the event filters:!!
• When you export records from the Data Entry view, if you include events, the filters 

apply. In other words, if you have narrowed the list of events, only the events that 
are currently showing in the list will be exported. This is intentional; it’s designed to 
allow you to restrict what you export so you can exclude unnecessary data.!!

• Switching between people (or even performing a Find) will not clear the filters. So be 
aware of this; you should always double-check to make sure you’re looking at the 
event list you really want.!!

• Due to the way the date filter works, choosing “All” will automatically enter a start 
date of 1/1/0001 (January 1 of the year 1) and an end date of 12/31/3999 
(December 31 of the year 3999). This is necessary due to the way date-based 
relational joins work in FileMaker. Should you delete one or the other of the dates 
shown, all events will disappear from the filter window. Just put a date into the field 
or choose one of the predefined options to restore the view.!!

Inserting an Event Plan Onto a Veteran Record !
VetTracker is equipped to insert a preplanned set of events onto a veteran’s record. 
This allows you to avoid having to create event records one by one for a recurring 
series of events that all or most veterans will undergo during their time in the system. At 
present, only one plan is supported, the HCP and follow-up review series. Future 
releases will support additional configurations.!!
To insert an event plan on a veteran’s record, click the folder icon on the Event History 
tab, as shown below:!
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!!!
VetTracker will automatically insert the series of events for the plan. At present, this plan 
includes:!!
• HCP Review Needed (x3, at 30-day intervals)!!
The starting point for the review plan is the date the veteran was accepted into the 
SSVF program. The system will determine this based on the “Enrolled in SSVF 
Program” event date. (You would select the event “Enrolled”, followed by the Event Type 
“SSVF Program” to create this event.) If there is no date for this event, the system will 
create the plan starting on the current date.!!!
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!
Financial Tab !
VetTracker provides the ability for you to record the income sources and amounts 
available to veterans. This capability will make it simple and easy to determine the 
veterans’ eligibility for the various programs available to them. The data entry 
capabilities for financial information are centered around easy entry and retrieval of the 
financial information, based on the month and year, the income source, or by the 
individual financial entry. Let’s take a look at the screen:!
!

!
As you can see, there are individual tabs that organize the financial information by the 
month (and year), the income source, and then all entries together. Here’s a brief 
explanation of how VetTracker stores financial information.!!
Every financial information carries the variables you see above: The month and year of 
the income, the source of the income, the amount, and the “amount for total”. That last 
item requires a bit of explanation. Income sources are defined in the system options, as 
with event source codes and the like. Your system administrator has the capability to 
determine whether an income source should be included in financial summary reports 
or not. You can tell at a glance on the financial input screen whether a given item will be 
included on the summaries by looking at the “Amount for Total”. If it matches the 
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Amount (which you will enter), then it’s included in the totals. If it’s 0, on the other hand, 
it’s not. Simple enough?!!
Let’s take a look at data entry on each of the three Financial tabs.!!
Financial Data Entry By Month 

!
Entering financial data entry by month may be the most convenient way when you 
receive data from your veterans once they’re in the program. In all likelihood, veterans 
will report their income month by month. In such a case, it’s simplest to set the month 
and year and then add each income item without having to set the month and year for 
every item. It is this need that the By Month tab was designed to meet.!!
At the top center of the By Month tab are two pull-down menus, one for Month and one 
for Year. Every item you add to a veteran’s record will automatically inherit the month 
and year that are shown on these two pull-downs.!
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!
� !!

Entering a financial item is very similar to entering a new event. You click the New Item 
button:!

!!!!
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!
VetTracker presents the list of income sources available, using the Click and Select 
method you’ve seen before:! !

� !!!
Pick your income source, and VetTracker inserts it into a new financial line item, as 
shown:!!
� !!
All you do now is type in the amount, and you’re done. A couple of hints:!!
There’s a shortcut within FileMaker that simplifies this kind of data entry. The function is 
found under Insert > From Last Visited Record. The keyboard shortcut is Control- (or 
Command on the Mac)- ‘ (apostrophe). This will insert the value from the last edited 
record into the current field. So if you have the same dollar amount on the current 
record as you did on the last, just press Ctrl-’ and FileMaker will insert that amount into 
the new record.!!
Don’t be startled by the Amount for Total. You can’t edit this amount; it’s automatically 
calculated. If you expect the amount to be different from what it is (zero rather than 
nonzero or vice versa), contact your local site system administrator and check the 
“Show in Totals” setting in the Income Sources options.!!!!
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Duplicating a Month’s Entries !
Many times, a veteran’s income is the same from month to month. There’s a special 
function available on the By Month tab to make repetitive income entries easier. With 
this function, you can copy all the entries from a previous month to the current month, 
which will give you a template from which you can work with less effort.!!
In order to use this function, you start by changing the month and year pull-downs to the 
month you want to use as your source (i.e., the month you want to copy). Then, you 
click the Duplicate button:!
!

!!
VetTracker will automatically duplicate all line items from the source month (the month 
you have selected) and insert them into the current month. This can be done multiple 
times, if desired.!!
Financial Data Entry by Income Source !
Under certain circumstances, it can be easier to enter all the veteran’s financial 
information from a single income source at a time (for example, when a veteran first 
comes into the program). In such cases, the By Income Source tab should serve well.!!
Similarly to the By Month tab, you set the Income Source at the top center of the tab. 
You’ll use the Click and Select method to do so. Every line item you enter will inherit the 
Income Source value at the top of the tab when you create it.!!

� !!
Creating a new line item works just as with other new records. Click the New Item 
button:!

!!
You’ll be given a new row in which to enter data. In this case, you’ll enter the month, 
year, and amount of the item.!
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!
Financial Data Entry by Individual Item !
As a third option for financial entry, you can put information in by individual line item. 
When you do so, you’ll need to put in every data element - income source, month, year, 
and amount - for each entry. As such, you probably won’t want to do this when you have 
multiple entries to make of one type or another. However, it can be easier when you 
have a scattering of entries to make from different months and income sources than 
trying to set the header value for each one. In any event, this option is provided for your 
use.! !

� !!!
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!
Creating a new entry on this tab is similar to the others. As before, click the New Item 
button:!

!!
VetTracker presents the list of income sources available, using the Click and Select 
method you’ve seen before:! !

� !!
You’ll then be placed back into the Data Entry view, ready to accept the month, year, 
and amount for that line item.!!!
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!
Case Notes Tab !
The Case Notes tab is specifically designed to store, well, case notes on a veteran. The 
input is quite simple. Let’s take a look.!

!
Case notes provide free text and a date of entry. (The account name of the individual 
making the entry is also recorded, behind the scenes; you can see the information by 
hovering your mouse above the entry.) You can use the scroll bar on the field to see all 
of the entry, if desired, and a Case Notes report is available from the Stats / Reports 
screen.!!!
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!
Entering A New Case Note !
To create a new case note entry, just click the New Item icon. The system will move 
your cursor to the last row of the portal. Just start typing.!!

� !!
The date will default to the current date (the date you create the note), but you can 
change it if you like. The case notes will sort in descending date order, so you’ll always 
see the latest note at the top (as soon as you save the record by clicking outside a field 
or pressing the “Enter” key on the numeric keypad).!!

� !!
Since case notes often represent a “record” of an advocate’s work with a client or 
veteran, VetTracker is equipped with a 48-hour timeout on editing or deleting them. 
Once 48 hours from the time a note is created have elapsed, the background of the 
note will turn red:!

Once this occurs, you will no longer be able to edit or delete the case note. If a 
modification to the note is required, you’ll need to enter a new note and reference the 
previous note with the changes.!!
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!
Creating An Event From A Case Note !
Sometimes, it’s useful to be able to “forward” information from a case note into a 
veteran’s event history. It’s also a good practice not to make a case note the only place 
you record information about specific events or cautions, as the freeform text of a case 
note is difficult to collate into reports and statistics. VetTracker, therefore, is equipped to 
launch a new event based on highlighted text in a case note. Let’s take a look at how 
that works.!!
The first step would be to highlight some text in a case note. In our example, Mr. Test 
Veteran has let our veteran advocate know that he needs help with benefits. The 
advocate dutifully adds that information to a case note, as shown below:!

!!
So the first thing we do is highlight the text that indicates what events we might be 
interested in - in this case, the word “benefits”:!

!!
The next step is to tell VetTracker we want to create a new event based on that 
highlighted text. Click the “Add event from selection” button, shown below:!
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The system will launch the “Select Event” screen, filtered to show any events that match 
the text you selected:!

!
Note that the list of events will include any events where the text appears in the event 
itself, the event’s category, any associated event type, or any associated org. So you’ll 
get the largest possible match.!!
If no events match the text you selected, you’ll get a warning that no events matched 
and be shown the entire event list instead.!!!
Contact Tab !
In order to assist vets, you’ll need to be able to get in touch with them. That means 
recording their addresses, telephone numbers, and / or email addresses. The Contact 
tab is where you do this. The following screen shot gives you an overview:!!!

� !
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!!
You can record any number of addresses, phone numbers, and / or email addresses for 
a given veteran. You should mark one of each as the “Primary” contact information; that 
entry will sort to the top of the list.!!
Entering New Contact Information !
Entering a new address, phone, or email is basically the same. You click the New Item 
button:!

VetTracker will place your cursor in the first blank row, and you just start typing. In each 
case (address, phone, and email), you can select from a type of information being 
saved, such as home, work, cell (phone), or the like. The lists of available information 
types can be edited by your site-specific system administrator.!!
Some finer points to note:!!
• There is an input mask on the phone number. You can type either the 7- or 10-digit 

phone number directly into the field. VetTracker will then automatically add the proper 
formatting for you.!!

• In the case of the email contact information, depending on your email client, you can 
send an email directly to a given address by clicking the email icon:!

!
Assuming your email client is compatible, the system will launch a new email message 
to the given address.!!!
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Relatives Tab !
In many programs, the number of people living in the household, the number of family 
members (and their ages and genders, along with any services provided), and the 
number of military dependents a veteran has become important. The Relatives tab 
serves this function in VetTracker. Take a quick look:!

!
This tab has some unique features. First, you can add a relative directly, unlike many 
other tabs, simply by typing the information into the list. However, you can also attach 
another person to the current person by clicking the “add person” icon in the upper right-
hand corner:!
!

!
Doing so will present a selection list for all individuals in the system. This feature is 
useful in cases where you have two people in the system who live in the same 
household. When you attach a person as a relative to another person, the backgrounds 
of the fields will turn green:!

!
One convenience feature involved with attaching other people as relatives is apparent in 
the small “binoculars” icon on each person’s row:!
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Clicking on this icon will launch a detail window that will show you the related person’s 
record, should you need more information about that individual.!!
Another feature unique to this tab is the self-adjusting “Total Household Members” field. 
Unlike many calculated fields in the system, this field allows you to type a value into it. 
However, if any relatives are actually attached to the person, the system will 
automatically recalculate the value based on those attached people (the assumption 
being that the attached people are the correct list). The total will be equal to the number 
of relatives who have the “Household Member” checkbox selected. The advantage is, if 
you don’t know the household composition, you can just put the number in and it will 
“stick”.!!
Finally, for statistical and reporting purposes, each family member entry has a series of 
checkboxes below the name and other information. The first set of checkboxes indicate 
services your agency may have provided to the family member. Also present is a date 
field. Whenever you check one or more of the services, the date field will automatically 
enter the current date:!

The date indicates the date on which the services were provided to this relative. You 
can manually enter a different date, if you like. Whenever you uncheck the last block, 
the date will be removed. Note that this information is used for at least one standard 
report, the WWP (Wounded Warrior Project) Grant Status report. You can also use it to 
locate manually people who have family members your organization has provided with 
services, and when it was done.!!!
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!
Advocates Tab !
The Advocates tab allows you to associate a veteran with the veteran advocates who 
may be handling various aspects of his or her case. Since advocates can, in some 
cases, specialize in different aspects of veteran care, VetTracker has been configured to 
allow you to specify a type or function for each advocate for each veteran. You can 
choose these various types under the Edit Options area; or, if this does not suit your 
business model, you can have a single advocate for each veteran, as desired. Let’s 
take a look at the Advocates tab:!
!

! !!
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!
Adding a New Advocate to a Veteran Record !
To add a veteran advocate, click the New Item button:!

!
The system will, as usual, present a list of possible options.!

!
Click the advocate you would like to add to return to the previous screen. If a default 
type or function has been defined for that advocate, then it will automatically be added 
to the advocate record. You’ll then be given the opportunity to send a notification to the 
new advocate about the change.!!
Changing or Adding a Type / Function to a Veteran Advocate Entry !
The type or function associated with a veteran advocate for a particular veteran can be 
changed (or added if it does not exist). This will have no effect on the default type or 
function defined for that advocate, nor on any other entry for that advocate on other 
veterans. To update the type or function for a veteran advocate, click on the type / 
function field on a given record:! !

� !!
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!
The possible options will appear in a new window:!!

� !!
Click your choice and it will be added (or changed) on the advocate record.!!
Service Tab !
On this tab, you will enter information relevant to the veteran’s service history, disability, 
discharge, any decorations received, and more. This information is often crucial to 
qualifying for various benefit programs specific to veterans in certain circumstances.!!
The Service Info tab has three sub-tabs (much as does the Financial tab). Let’s take a 
look.!

!

!
We’ll cover each of the sub-tabs in turn.!!
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!
Entering Military Service History !
There are two components to the Service History tab. The first indicates the service 
periods during which the veteran served. The second contains the Service Era(s) used 
by various programs. They are linked together, since the Service Eras cover periods of 
time and the service periods have start and end dates. VetTracker assists you in 
recording the information with some automated features to help keep the two linked 
together.!!
For the service period, you will begin by clicking the New Item button located above the 
list of service periods:!

!
VetTracker will take you through a series of screens similar to the entry of a new event. 
First you’ll see the Service Branches:!
!

!
Once you pick a Service Branch, you’ll be asked to pick a Service Component:!
!

!
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The type of discharge the veteran received:!

!
And, finally, the rank at the time of discharge:!

!
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!
Note that VetTracker will automatically filter the rank lists to correspond to the branch of 
service you select. Users with SuperUser privileges will be able to edit these 
connections in case the various service branches ever make changes.!!
Once your selections are complete, the new service period is entered onto the veteran’s 
record:!

!
The pay grade will automatically populate, based on the pay grade appropriate to the 
rank. (You can click on it to enter a different pay grade, should the veteran in question 
be an exception.) You can put in a start and end date, as appropriate.!!
For Service Era(s), entry is simpler. They’re entered using the Click and Select method. 
To enter a new service era, click the New Item button above the Service Era(s) list:!

!
The system will, as before, present a list of possible options.!!

� !!
Click your choice to return to the previous screen. The selected service area is entered 
on the veteran’s record.!!
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There is an additional option on this tab for ease of use. You can enter the service 
period(s) for the veteran, and then have VetTracker enter the Service Eras for you. To 
do so, simply click the “Add Data” button after the service periods have been entered:!
!

VetTracker will automatically calculate and add the appropriate Service Era(s) to the 
veteran’s record:!

For further convenience, VetTracker will automatically perform the same function 
whenever you change the dates on a veteran’s service periods. The manual override 
feature is made available in case the automatic function does not meet your needs.!!
It’s worth noting that both elements of the service history can be important, depending 
on your organization’s interactions with other agencies. Some funding sources (such as 
the Wounded Warrior Project) ask grant recipient agencies to assemble data on their 
constituents based on rank and service branch, but also require that veterans in certain 
service eras be identified. VetTracker makes both elements available to you; contact 
your management chain to determine the best way to utilize the available features.!!
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!
Other Data !
There is one additional data field on the Service History tab. You have the option to 
select whether or not the veteran was combat deployed during his / her time in the 
service:!

!
This information is used on certain reports, so enter it as appropriate.!!
Entering Decorations !
You can attach any number of decorations awarded to the veteran under the 
Decorations tab. Data entry is simple; a single click on the New Entry button will bring 
up the list of available decorations (which your data administrator / SuperUser can edit):!

!
You can select multiple decorations to attach. Items you’ve selected will have green 
backgrounds. Click “Done” to attach your selection(s) to the veteran’s record:!

!
If the decoration in question was received with a “Valor” designation, you can click the 
“Valor” checkbox to so indicate. (Note: SuperUsers have control over which decorations 
have “Valor” designations available. VetTracker will reject an attempt to check the 
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“Valor” checkbox for a decoration where the “Valor” designation has not been marked as 
allowable by the SuperUsers.)!!
Entering Disability Information !
The Disability tab stores information regarding any disability status or specific disabling 
injuries the veteran may have. This information is important; it’s transmitted back in 
certain reports to sponsoring organizations and directly affects the veteran’s eligibility for 
many different assistance programs.!!
On this tab, you have the ability to record the VA Disability percentage (the Service 
Connect rating), along with any number of disability types or injuries. The VA Disability 
Category (as VetTracker calls it) is assigned through the Click and Select method by 
clicking on the field itself:!!
!

!
A list of ratings (categories / percentages) will appear. Choose the correct rating for this 
veteran. (Your SuperUser can edit the list, should the needs change.) You can indicate 
below the disability category (the percentage) whether the disability is combat related, 
service-connected, or both, using the checkboxes.!!
Types of disabilities are assigned by clicking the “New Entry” button next to that list: 

!
The list of disabilities will be shown. Choose one or more from the list and click “Done”.!!
Employment Tab !
The Employment tab collects data relevant to an individual’s employment. Some of the 
data collected here can be relevant to other areas as well (for example, education and 
skills). So while a particular job may require a skill with a particular foreign language, 
you may also discover that it’s useful to know who among your clients has that 
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particular skill in areas other than employment. Keep this in mind when searching for 
such information.!!
The Employment tab is therefore organized into three sub-tabs, as shown below:!

Under Education, you can record educational degrees and fields of study. (Your Super 
Users can edit the available lists of each.) Under Certifications, you will record any 
certifications the individual has obtained (again, the list is editable by your Super Users).!!
The Skills tab allows you to record any foreign languages spoken by the client, along 
with any security clearances held (and their statuses):!

!!
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!
Finally, the Job History & Goals tab is the area most directly related to the individual’s 
job search:!

You can see the variety of data you can record here. Combining the three tabs together 
should give you a fairly complete picture of the individual’s needs and abilities for 
employment purposes.!!!!
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Survey Tab 

!
When a new person record is entered, it’s possible that survey data can be required. 
You can also enter survey information manually. In either case, the Survey tab is where 
the data are viewed and entered.!!
There are two windows on this tab. The top list shows the surveys that have been 
created for the current person. At first, the bottom list will be empty. This is a feature 
that’s a little different about this tab than the others, because surveys are two-level 
affairs. Each survey has some number of questions associated with it. So, to see the 
questions associated with a given survey, just click on its title:!

!
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!
VetTracker will reveal the list of questions associated with the survey you select. You 
can edit the question answer from among the options listed (the radio buttons). If the 
Super User has elected to allow a free text answer, you’ll also be able to type a free text 
response in the field underneath the radio buttons (as shown above). If, on the other 
hand, a free text answer is not allowed, the free text field will turn red:!

VetTracker will reject any attempt to type in a field that is so indicated.!!
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!
Volunteer Hours Tab !
In many cases, agencies receive requests from outside individuals who have a heart to 
help. And, in some of those cases, the individuals asking if they can help are 
themselves part of the population to be served, but not necessarily clients of the 
agency. VetTracker is equipped, therefore, to track service projects and associated 
hours for individuals who volunteer their time to opportunities your agency may 
participate in or organize. You enter those data on the Volunteer Hours tab.!

!
Data entry is simple enough; you select a project using the Click and Select method 
we’ve used many times before. The date for the service is automatically entered as the 
start date of the project (some projects last multiple days, but many are single-day 
affairs); you can overwrite it manually if needed. You then enter the hours the individual 
served. A completed entry might look something like this:!

!
VetTracker will automatically report the total hours the volunteer has served under “Total 
Volunteer Hours” at the bottom of the tab. You can also run a variety of reports from the 
“Volunteer” tab in the Statistics & Reports area, which we will cover shortly.!!
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!
Statistics and Reports !
Getting data into a database system accurately and easily is a good goal. However, if 
you’re unable to extract that information in a quick, easy, and meaningful way, then you 
haven’t accomplished much. Fortunately, VetTracker is equipped with a robust, easy-to-
use reporting system, as well as the ability to create reports “on the fly” from a found set 
of veteran records. You can filter your records according to any event status code you 
like, across any date range you like, and produce a range of reports on your selection. 
Let’s see how it works.!!
The Statistics and Reports Screen !
You have a variety of reporting tools available from this screen, across four distinct tabs. 
The data reporting tools are designed to give you quick access to important metrics 
about your program, and simultaneously to be flexible to meet changing needs. Let’s 
take a look at what’s available, tab by tab.!!
General Report Information !
Reports in VetTracker are produced on screen, using web-standard HTML code. This is 
done to maximize compatibility across web browsers and within the FileMaker client 
itself. You can print the reports, save them (to either Microsoft Excel or HTML web 
pages), or copy / paste the data into a word processor to make full use of it.!!
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!
Statistics Tab !
The Statistics tab is designed for basic metrics about your program. Most of them are 
counts of various basic metrics since the inception of your program (i.e. all data in the 
system). In some cases, you can select subdivisions of the data to get more detail, or to 
see data particular to certain kinds of veterans. Here’s a screen shot of the Statistics 
tab:!
!

!!
Whenever you have a pull-down menu, you can choose a variable to fit in that slot 
(generally via the Click and Select method). The statistic will be shown in the field to the 
right. Otherwise, the statistic collection is automatic.!!
Standard Reports Tab !
The Standard Reports tab is designed for certain “canned” reports that you can pull 
without much input from you. The system is preprogrammed to make a determination of 
what records to search out and present, although in some cases you may be asked to 
input a date range covering the time period you want to report on.!!
Report generation is quite simple. Select a date range (either by selecting a time period 
from the pull-down menu, or by choosing a start and end date), if required, then click the 
report you want. The system will automatically generate the report and present it to you.!!
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Note to Instant Web Publishing users: When you choose a time period from the pull-
down menu, you must also click the “Update” button (shown below) in order to refresh 
the start and end dates. Otherwise, the system will produce an error.!!

� !!
As of this writing, four reports are available through the Standard Reports tab.!!
The County Summary gives you a number of metrics based on the county 
“areas” (mostly bundled for outlying or rural jurisdictional purposes). The report does not 
require a date range, but reports on all data since system inception.!!
The Director’s Summary provides a high-level look at important statistics on the overall 
program. No date range is needed for this report.!!
The Enrolled / Not Housed report produces a summary of all veterans who have been 
enrolled in the SSVF program, but have not been stably housed. No date range is 
needed for this report, which keys on the event status codes of “Enrolled” (event type 
“SSVF Program”) and “Stably Housed”.!!
The Needs report produces a summary of the number of days elapsed between needs 
being identified and filled, across a date range you specify, for all records in the 
database. It will produce such information for event status codes of “Need Identified” 
and “Need Filled”. If those status codes are not used, the system will produce no report.!!
The Agency Monthly report contains a series of progress metrics on agency throughput 
and veteran enrollment. It is a date-based report. The MAP-LC report is similar, but 
maintains a history so that it can compare the previous time period (week, month, 
quarter, or year) with the one you select.!!
To report the status of your SSVF program, the SSVF Status Report is useful. It reports 
a number of important metrics about that program. A date range is required.!!
The WWP Grant Status report shows a series of metrics requested by the Wounded 
Warrior Project for recipients of grants through that organization. This report requires a 
date range.!!
Future automatic reports may be made available at user request.!
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!
Custom Reports - Single Event Tab !
This is truly the heart of the reporting system in VetTracker. From this tab, you can 
generate a variety of reports on your data, encompassing virtually any event status 
code you choose across any time period you choose. You also have a variety of report 
formats to choose from. Let’s take a look.!

!
Just as with the Standard Reports tab, you choose a date range or time period (from the 
pull-down). You can also choose one or all of an event status code, event type, and / or 
organization. Then, choose which report you want to generate. (If you make a mistake 
and want to start over, just click “Reset All”.)!!
Confusing? Let’s take an example and help it make more sense.!!!
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!
Let’s say you want to know how many vets have been enrolled in the SSVF program 
this year, so far. So you would start by selecting your time period. “This YTD” appears in 
the Time Period pull-down, so choose that:! !

� !!
(Remember: On Instant Web Publishing, you’ll need to click the “Update” button to force 
the dates to appear in the date fields.)!!
Next, we want to know the vets who have an event status of “Enrolled” in their history. 
So, you’d choose that (via the Click and Select method):!!
� !!
But enrolled in what? Well, the SSVF program. That’s an Event Type, so select (again, 
by Click and Select) the SSVF program:!!
� !!
If you wanted to, you could further narrow the search by looking at only the vets who 
were enrolled in the program by a certain entity - say by your organization, or by the VA, 
or whomever. In this example, though, we won’t do that.!!
In the upper right-hand corner of the Custom Reports - Single Event tab, you’ll see a 
field that displays the number of vets that match your search criteria. It won’t update 
automatically (for performance reasons), but you can click the small calculator icon 
underneath it to see the count. How are we doing at this point?!

!!
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!
So far, so good. If we were to try to generate a report where there were no records 
matching, the system would simply tell us no report could be generated.!!
Okay, so we’ve made all our selections for finding the veteran information we want. All 
that’s left is to choose a report. We can chose from the following selections:!!

!
Tooltips are available to assist you in choosing the report. When the selection screen 
appears for the Click and Select, you can hover your mouse over each report and it will 
show you the above descriptions. You can do the same once you’ve made your 
selection on the Reports screen.!!
For this report, let’s choose the Simple format. Here’s what our final selection screen will 
look like:!

!

Report 
Name

Report Description

Case Notes Includes First Name, Last Name, HMIS #, Phone #, case notes
Financial 
Summary

Includes a summary of financial income information by income source

Found Set Includes first name, last name, gender, HMIS #, primary phone, referral 
source, vet advocate

HCP 
Needed

Includes First Name, Last Name, HMIS #, All HCP Dates (completed & 
needed), Phone #, column for notes

Simple Includes First Name, Last Name, HMIS #, Phone #, column for notes
SSVF Includes First Name, Last Name, HMIS #, Date Screened, Date Enrolled, 

Date Discharged
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!
What’s next? Actually creating the report! Do so by clicking the “Report” icon, which 
looks like this:!!
� !!
The system will generate your report and output it to the screen (in a new window, if 
you’re using the FileMaker client; otherwise, it will appear in your browser). Here’s a 
screenshot of what the report might look like (personal data obscured to protect 
privacy):! !

� !!
That’s basically how to create a single event report in VetTracker. You literally can 
create a summary of any event in the system, across any time period, using any of the 
formats provided. !!
That said, this is the sort of feature that requires the “play with it” approach. Actually 
creating detailed instructions for every possible combination of data would be 
impossible, so the best advice for using it is to go into the system and, well, play with it. 
See what combinations of reports you can create with your own data. You may be 
pleasantly surprised at what’s available.!!
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!
Custom Reports - Days Elapsed Tab !
In many circumstances, the number of days elapsed between two events is an 
important metric. It can give you an idea of how efficiently your organization processes 
its clients through portions of your workflow. You could also use it to see how closely a 
predicted event matches up with its actual completion.!!
Of course, no such metric is perfect; you’ll want to review the specifics in order to know 
what the raw numbers are really telling you. That’s where the Days Elapsed reports 
come in. They allow you to choose any two events and create a report that compares 
the dates, the number of days elapsed between them, as well as see a summary of the 
specific events themselves so you can judge what the numbers mean.!!
Here’s a quick look at the input screen for the Days Elapsed tab.!!
!

!
In many ways, it’s similar to the Custom Reports - Single Event tab. You still choose a 
date range (either directly or through the Time Period pull-down). And, you still choose 
events, event types, and organizations via the Click and Select method. However, in this 
case, you will make two selections - a minimum of one from each column. Also, you 
must choose an event in each column; you cannot base a Days Elapsed report on 
merely an event type or organization.!!
Other than that, the process is straightforward. Choose your time period, choose event 
#1 and event #2, and click the Report icon to generate your report. The system will 
automatically create a comparison report that allows you to see the time span between 
events. Let’s do an example and see what we get.!!
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Let’s say we want to know the number of days elapsed between the first contact with a 
vet (status code “Initial Contact”) and the time he was enrolled in the SSVF program 
(status code “Enrolled”, event type “SSVF Program”), for the current year. Here’s what 
our selection screen would look like:!
!

!!
And here’s what VetTracker produces for us when we click the “Report” button:!!

� !
...!!

� !
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!
In this way, you can measure the time frames between two events and tell how you’re 
doing in moving vets through your program.!!
Custom Reports - Volunteer Tab !
In order to generate meaningful reports on volunteer service hours, you’ll want a way to 
specify different crosscuts of data options for your reports. That’s what the Volunteer tab 
provides. Here’s a shot of the screen:!

Generating the report is similar to the Single Event tab. You choose your date range, 
your Volunteer Project, and / or your individual. There’s an important difference, 
however, with this report: You can choose any, none, or all of these options with this 
particular report. If you choose no options, you’ll get a report of all volunteer hours in the 
system. If you choose just a date range, you’ll get a report that covers only the service 
hours that fall within the date range. And so forth. So it’s very flexible.!!
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!
Editing System Options !
As mentioned before, VetTracker allows you to customize the various pull-downs and 
selection lists you have available. This feature gives you a wide range of control over 
your data entry and workflow.!!
Option editing is a feature available only to users with Super User privileges. It’s 
intended for only a few individuals at your work site to have this capability. Someone in 
a position of authority (such as a supervisor) is usually best, since control over workflow 
is something that is attached to organization policy. However, it is also recommended 
that you not restrict this access to only a single individual, since that can lead to a 
complete inability to perform certain functions (such as accounts maintenance) if that 
individual is unavailable for some reason.!!
Let’s take a look at the options that are available to you for editing within the VetTracker 
system.!!
Editing Value Lists / Options !
The system administrator can modify the various value lists and options for Click and 
Select found throughout the system. This is achieved through the first option on the Edit 
Options screen (which you can reach by clicking “Edit Options” on the Main Menu).!!

� !!
Editing options is fairly straightforward. Choose the option you’re interested in and click 
“Go”. VetTracker will present you with an editing screen. Let’s use an example for 
starters. Say you want to update the available Referral Sources for the pull-down list on 
the Data Entry screen.!!!
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!
You would choose “Edit Referral Sources” and click “Go”. VetTracker will present the 
“Edit / create / delete referral sources” window, shown below:!!

� !!
To create a new option, click the New Data button:!

!
You can also edit existing options, or delete them if you like. However, delete with 
caution; you may create situations where existing records are tied to the record you 
delete and you may end up with erratic behavior as a result. (Although in this case, 
Referral Sources, it’s generally safe to remove an option.)!!
Many of the other available options are very similar to the Referral Sources. You can 
freely edit Address Types, EMail Types, and Phone Types. However, there are some 
that require some special attention. Let’s look at them.!!!
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Editing Required Fields !
When a new veteran record is created, certain fields are required to contain values. It’s 
understood, however, that different agencies may have different needs with regard to 
data entry, so VetTracker allows you to choose what fields are required for a new 
veteran record. The Required Fields options screen is where you make this selection:!

!
Unlike most of the other options screens, you cannot create, edit, or delete the 
selections on this screen. (This restriction is due to the fact that the fields are tied to the 
fields available; should you delete or add, the program would not be able to adapt 
without developer intervention.) You can, however, select or clear the “Required” 
checkbox on any field you choose. When you do this, VetTracker will either require 
(checked) or allow blank (not checked) the field in question when a user creates a new 
veteran record.! !
There are some additional considerations. For example, Social Security, number of 
Household Members and Phone are both required to contain numbers when entered, if 
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you choose to require them. Also, the system will automatically check for duplicate 
records based on a combination of first and last name, based on Social Security 
Number, and based on Phone; this is a feature you cannot turn off.!!
Editing Required Data Entry Elements !
VetTracker is equipped to monitor data entry and provide feedback on how complete a 
particular record’s data entry is. As a Super User, you have the capability to select what 
data entry elements are required in order to regard a record as 100% complete, as seen 
below:!!
Similar to required fields for a new entry, you cannot create, edit, or delete the 
selections on this screen. You can, however, select or clear the “Required” checkboxes 
on any field you choose. There are two, one for veteran entries and one for non-veteran 
entries (i.e., “Volunteers”).!

!
Hovering your mouse pointer over any selection will reveal how VetTracker calculates 
that element as “complete”, as shown above.!!
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!
Editing Income Sources !
The Income Source editing screen is very similar to the one for Referral Sources. There 
is one small exception, however. Take a look at the screen:!

!
Notice the additional field - the checkbox - titled, “Include in Totals”. What does that 
mean?!!
Whenever you enter financial data for a veteran, it always includes the source of the 
income. Financial summary reports add up the total income, by income source and 
month. However, unless the “Include in Totals” checkbox is selected, the income 
associated with that income source will not be included in financial summary reports. 
You can still enter the data, and, should the checkbox value change later, it will be 
included. So, it’s important to keep in mind that you must accurately record whether an 
income source should be included in your summary totals, because this is the one and 
only place that determination is made.!!
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!
Editing Counties !
Editing the library for counties is relatively simple. There are a couple of caveat: You 
should always enter the state associated with a county. This value is used for sorting on 
various screens and on pull-down lists. If you leave it off, the counties will not sort 
properly. Further, you should always enter the area in which the county falls. This value 
is used for the county summary report. While it will not cause a failure of the report, it 
will cause the county in question to fall into an undefined area, which will likely not be 
what you want.!
 

!
Editing Veteran Advocates !
This screen is where you create records for the Veteran Advocates in your program. 
Whenever a veteran is assigned to a VA, the system looks here to determine not only 
what the selection list should consist of, but also what that person’s email address and 
gender will be (for purposes of “natural English” prompts). The latter is of minor 
importance; if the computer accidentally calls a man “she” or a woman “he”, the damage 
is relatively minor. However, it is fairly important that the email addresses be entered 
correctly. They will be used to send notifications to the VAs of new assignments to 
veterans for case management, and for new events that have been added to a veteran 
(where event notification is enabled).!!
Another caveat with using this screen has to do with deletions. Before deleting an 
advocate’s record from this screen, you should go through the system, locate all 
veterans currently assigned to that advocate and reassign them to an advocate who is 
remaining in the system. Otherwise, erratic behavior from the system may be 
experienced when you try to do it later.!!!
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Editing Event Categories !
This is the most complex area of system option management. The Event Categories 
must be managed correctly, or the Event Types and Organizations will not be correctly 
tied to the Event Status Codes - which will negatively affect the system’s ability to pull 
data based on events and types. Fortunately, VetTracker makes it relatively easy to 
keep these data elements straight.!!
First, a bit of theory on how the system is organized. Event Categories are the parent 
grouping. Event Types, Event Status Codes, and Organizations are all attached to 
Categories. There are slight differences - for example, an Event Type may be tied to 
many Categories, and a Category to many Event Types, but an Event Status can be 
tied to one and only one Category. Nevertheless, it is useful to think of the Event 
Category as the “big daddy” of all of them.!!
The Event Category options screen has been designed to allow you to maintain all the 
ties between these four items from a single location. It is strongly suggested that you 
use it for that purpose. However, you can also make ties between these items from their 
respective screens, which will be covered in a moment.!!!
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!
Let’s take a look at the “Edit / create / delete event categories” screen and do a bit of 
exploring.!

!
Wow. That does look nasty. Let’s break it down and see what we have.!!
At the top of each row is the name of the category. In this screen shot, for example, we 
have “Referral” and “Review”. Those broad groupings tell us what kind of events we 
have clustered together. You can see the events in the first portal on each Category that 
are associated with that category. For example, for “Review”, we see “Returned from 
Review” and “Sent for Review”. Those represent the event statuses you might see 
under the category of “Review”.!!
The next portal gives us the types of events. What are the subdivisions of events? Well, 
for example, you might be Referred for Benefits or Job assistance.!!
The third and final portal gives us the organizations associated with the events - who 
might be responsible for the status, or might have initiated it? For example, if the 
individual was referred for Benefits, to whom was he referred? Was it the Goodwill, or 
HUDVASH? These are the Organizations associated with the Category.!!
Hopefully, these examples make it clearer how the various data elements work together. 
Now let’s look at how we maintain them and make changes when we need to.!
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!
The first thing you’ll need to know is that certain of the event elements are locked by the 
developer. These will appear with pinkish or red backgrounds (FileMaker client, 
FileMaker Go only), as seen below:!

They’re locked because the items are tied directly to hard-coded elements inside the 
system. For example, the Referral category is locked because there are reports and 
statistics that are tied directly to it. Deleting it would cause malfunction of those features. 
Hence, deletion is not allowed.!!
However, you can make changes. You can add new data elements to a locked category. 
You can tie a locked event type to a new category. You can even change their 
descriptions or wording. You just can’t delete them.!!
Next, we need to look at the Link and Unlink buttons. These are new, unique to the 
screens that maintain event status and its related elements. They look like this:!!
Link -->  �     Unlink -->  � !!
These buttons allow you to attach, or detach, the various elements to or from each 
other. They do not create or delete actual data; all they do is associate the records with 
each other.!!
Whenever you click the Link button, you’ll be prompted for the appropriate data element 
(Event Status, Event Type, or Org) via the Click and Select method. Choose the one 
you want, and it will be associated with the Event Category. Let’s take an example.!!
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!
Take a look at the Discharge category. It currently has no events associated with it:!!

� !!
We’re going to change that. We’ll click the Link button:!

!
and from the Click and Select list, choose Discharged:!!

� !!
VetTracker inserts “Discharged” into the list of associated Events Statuses for the 
Discharge category for us.! !

� !!
Say we make a mistake, though. Let’s see how we go about breaking a link.!!
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!
Let’s say that we accidentally attach “Need Filled” to the “Discharge” category.!!

� !!
We need to break the tie. To do so, we click the Unlink icon:!

!
VetTracker prompts us to make sure we want to do that:!

!
Since we’re sure, we click “OK”. VetTracker clears the link between the Category and 
the Event Status for us.!!

� !
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!
The same sort of editing can be done with Event Types and Organization Codes. 
However, there’s another element associated with editing these elements. It has to do 
with how event status descriptions appear in the descriptions on the Event History tab 
on the Veteran Data Entry screen.!!
This looks like a lot to manage. But it all basically boils down to this:!!
When you tie an Event Status to an Event Category, all Event Types and Organizations 
associated with that Event Category become available for entry on the Event Status.!!
The converse is also true:!!
No Event Status can be associated with any Event Type or Organization without first 
being tied to an Event Category.!!
Creating New Event Categories !
You can create new event categories. This can be handy when your workflow changes. 
New categories can be created when you want to tie a set of event status codes 
together, or when you want to subdivide a status code into various event types, or when 
you want to allow multiple different organizations to be tracked against an event status. 
(Remember, you cannot attach event types or orgs to an event status code unless it is 
associated with an event category.)!!
To create a new event category, click the New Data button, located at the upper right-
hand corner of the “Edit / create / delete event categories” window:!

!
You’ll be given a new record to write data to. The new category can be associated with 
event types, event status codes, and / or organization codes, at your discretion.!!!
Creating New Event Types, Event Status Codes, or Organization Codes From 
the Event Categories Window !
You can create new entities directly in their own Options screens. However, sometimes 
it’s more convenient to do it from the “Edit / create / delete event categories” window. 
Imagine, for example, that you try to connect an event status to a new category, only to 
find that the event status you want doesn’t exist. It’s much easier to create it right then 
than to back out, close the window, go back to the Options screen, edit Event Status 
Codes, create the new Event Status, then back out, go back to Event Categories, and 
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then attach the Event Status. Ugh. No, you’d much rather just create the new Event 
Status right away. Here’s how.!!
You click the New Data button next to the type of item you want to create - event type, 
event status, or organization:!

!
The system will present a New (event status, event type, or organization) window for 
you to enter your data. We’ll show the New Event Type window for this example:!!

� !!
When you enter your new data and click “Done”, VetTracker will automatically connect 
the new data to the parent event category you had selected when you clicked the New 
Data button.!!
Deleting Event Categories !
You can delete event categories you’re no longer using from the “Edit / create / delete 
event categories” window. You may be surprised to learn that doing so will not damage 
your event histories, as their descriptions are copied into the records as static data. Nor 
will deleting an event category remove any of its associated event status codes, event 
types, or organizations.  !!
However, deleting an event category will remove your ability to associate any event 
types or organizations attached to it with the event statuses attached to it. In other 
words, you’ll no longer have the ability to have the subdivisions of that event status 
available to you. Hence, be very certain that you no longer want that capability before 
deleting.!!
In many cases, it’s a better idea to relabel the category to a different name rather than 
deleting it. This maintains its utility and you can always attach different event types and 
organizations if you need to.!!
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Finally, remember the one caveat associated with deleting event categories. Certain 
event categories are “locked” by the developer. You will be prevented from deleting 
them if you should accidentally attempt to do so.!!
Setting Event Chains for New Veterans (Initial Events) !
One of the available (often required) fields for entry on a new veteran record is one or 
more initial events. These events often include the event that your organization has 
selected to indicate entry into your program, eligibility for various programs, enrollment 
in various programs, and so forth. In any case, you, as the SuperUser, have control over 
what events, event types, and orgs will be available for users to enter as the initial 
events on a new veteran’s record.!!
To edit Initial Events, choose “Edit Initial Events” from the Edit Options screen. 
VetTracker will present the “Edit / create / delete initial events” screen:!

!
You create a new Initial Event in the same way you create a new event during data 
entry for a veteran. Clicking the “New” icon brings up the Event screen. Choose the 
event, and then VetTracker will present any associated Event Types and Orgs. When 
complete, the Initial Event will be a unique combination of event status, event type, and 
org.!!
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This is what makes the Initial Event slightly different from setting up Event Categories. 
In the latter case, you connect your Event Status to Event Types and Orgs, and users 
can mix and match as they need to. With Initial Events, you predefine the combination 
for them.!!
Another important feature of Initial Events is the association of Service Eras with them. 
When a new veteran record is created, the user will be expected to attach one or more 
Service Periods. These, in turn, define one or more Service Eras during which the 
veteran served. VetTracker will then filter the Initial Event list to include only those 
events that correspond to those Service Eras.!!
What that means, in essence, is that you can customize the Initial Event list to allow (or 
disallow) events to appear on a new veteran based on predetermined Service Eras. For 
example, the Wounded Warrior Project nonprofit is primarily interested in veterans who 
served during the Post-September 11 era. Hence, your organization may choose to 
have an “Enrolled, WWP Alumnus” event that is available only to the Post-September 11 
era. It won’t show up unless the veteran’s service dates fall within that period.!!
To associate one or more Service Eras with an Initial Event, click the Link icon. 
VetTracker will present the list of available Service Eras:!

!
This particular screen is an example of multiple selection (which is available on certain 
VetTracker screen). Selections highlighted in green are selected; those not highlighted 
in green are not selected. (In this case, VetTracker has selected all the Service Eras as 
a convenience feature.) You can choose “All” to select all items, or “None” to de-select 
all items.!!
Note that not connecting an Initial Event to at least one Service Era will result in that 
Initial Event being omitted when a new veteran record is created. This may be useful to 
you if you want to “hide” an event from users without deleting it.!!
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Setting Event Chains for EMail Notifications !
Your business workflow may benefit from notifying advocates of certain events being 
added to a veteran’s record. For example, if a referral is made to a certain outside 
agency, then one or more advocates associated with the veteran may need to know 
about it for processing purposes. Or, perhaps if a warning is issued against the 
veteran’s record (see below), you may want all advocates to receive a notice of that 
change.!!
To accommodate this desire, SuperUsers can set event chains to trigger an email 
notification to one or more advocates in a fashion similar to how an event chain can be 
set to show up as an option for a new veteran. On the Event Categories screen, there is 
a checkbox labeled “EMail” for each attached event status, event type and org:!

!
The checkbox works similarly to the “Initial” checkbox discussed in the last section. 
Obviously, if the parent event status is not checked, then nothing will happen. There is 
also a similar condition in that the exact combination you select will trigger the email. 
For example, if you choose to select the event status, but no event types or orgs, then 
only the bare event status will trigger an email if a user attaches it to a veteran. If the 
user attaches an event type or org to that event status, then no email will be triggered. 
This gives you the flexibility to create precisely the event chain(s) you want to have 
trigger the email notifications.!!
Note that, when the user attaches an appropriately-indicated event chain, the option of 
what advocate(s) to include on the email is entirely that user’s.!!
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Setting Event Statuses for Inclusion on the WWP Report !
There is one specific report, the WWP Status Report, that requires a little extra care. 
Because of the vagaries of determining what event status codes constitute “serving” a 
veteran, it was decided to give agencies dynamic control over this variable. On the 
various event status code editing screens, there’s a checkbox, similar to the “Initial” and 
“EMail” checkboxes, called “WWP Report”:!

!
As with the other special flags, this checkbox functions as a system control flag. It tells 
VetTracker to include events on the report, nothing more. There is no equivalent 
checkbox for event types or orgs; the control is strictly at the event status code level.!!
Special Cases !
There are some special considerations within the Event Categories screen you should 
be aware of. One of these is the category called Warnings. That category is tied to code 
inside the system that automatically flashes the text of the Event Status Code up on the 
Data Entry screen whenever you attach a code that’s associated with the Warning 
category to a veteran’s record. Let’s see how that works.!!
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!
Here’s a shot of John Doe’s record. He has no status codes in his history at the 
moment, as you can see.! !

� !!!!
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!
Now, let’s say there’s a problem with John. He’s got some issue that someone outside 
the agency has to resolve before your agency can continue with his case. So, you want 
to warn the other advocates that he’s not to be contacted until the issue is resolved. 
Here’s how you do that. You attach a status of “Do Not Contact” to his history. When you 
do, his screen will look like this:!!

� !!
Notice what has happened. The “Do Not Contact” banner appears above his tabs. In 
addition, the “Do Not Contact” status code in his Event History appears highlighted in 
red. (This will not happen if you’re logged in using Instant Web Publishing.) These 
changes alert any user that John is not to be contacted.!!
So how does that work? Let’s take a look at our Event Category screen again:!!!
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!

� !!
Note that, in this example, we have two event statuses, “Do Not Contact” and 
“Emergency Contact”, attached to the “Warnings” Event Category. This tells VetTracker, 
in essence, that these two event statuses are special - that when either of them is 
selected, the system should flash the big warnings up on the screen.!!
This feature does have a limitation. It will only show one Warning at a time. So what 
happens if you have more than one event status on a veteran’s history that ties back to 
the Warnings category? Let’s see what happens. Take a look at the next page.!!!
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! !

� !!
As you can see, the warning banner now matches the “Emergency Contact” status. The 
“Do Not Contact” status is still visible in the Event History, but does not show in the 
warning banner. Why?!!
The basic rule is this: The most recent status code tied to the Warning category will be 
the one you see in the warning banner. In this way, you can retain older warnings in the 
history as you see fit, and override them by placing a new warning in the history. 
VetTracker will automatically place the warning of the most recently created status into 
the warning banner for you.!!
At this point, you may want to know how to get rid of a warning. It’s quite simple: You 
just delete the record from the Event History. Let’s see what happens when we do that. 
Let’s take out the Emergency Contact status from John Doe’s record.!!!
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!

� !!
As you can see, the “Do Not Contact” warning is restored. Again, it follows the simple 
rule that the most recently created warning is displayed. Since the “Emergency Contact” 
warning has been removed, VetTracker now only sees the “Do Not Contact” warning 
and displays that.!!
You can create new Event Status Codes and tie them to the Warning Event Category to 
take advantage of this functionality, specific to your particular needs. There’s no special 
programming tied to the Event Status Codes themselves; only the Event Category.!!
Editing Event Status Codes !
Since the Event History is basically the heart of your workflow in VetTracker, keeping a 
good list of Event Status Codes is crucial. An effective list of codes will make your life 
simple and easy. A poorly organized or confusing list of codes will make it miserable. 
Fortunately, keeping your status codes maintained is really quite easy.!
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!
Event Status Codes are simpler to edit than Event Categories. Since only a single 
category can be associated with any given status code, and a status code is only 
related back to a category (not to an organization nor to an event type), data entry and 
maintenance is considerably easier.!!
Let’s take a look at the “Edit / create / delete event status codes” screen:!

!

!
Considerably simpler than the companion screen for Event Categories. In this case, all 
we have is a description of the Event Status Code, the “Send EMail” and “WWP Report” 
checkboxes, the Event Category it’s tied to, and a default report format.!!
The first one is easy; the description is the name of the event status. It’s what appears 
on the list of Event Status Codes when you select one, either when you choose a code 
to attach to a veteran’s Event History, or when you’re choosing a code to pull a report. 
Nothing fancy.!!
Just like on the Event Category screen, the “EMail”, and “WWP Report” checkboxes 
alert VetTracker that you want this Event Status Code to trigger an email alert when 
added to a person, or to be included on the WWP Status Report (respectively). You can 
manage these settings from this screen; however, it’s important to be aware that you 
cannot associate the event types or orgs with the event status codes from this screen, 
so those related elements will not trigger an email. Hence, it’s usually best to manage 
these settings from the Event Categories screen, detailed above.!!
The Event Category field indicates the Event Category to which this Event Status Code 
is tied. Remember, you can attach an Event Status Code to one and only one Event 
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Category. You’ll click the Link icon to make the attachment, then use the Click and 
Select method to choose the Event Category you want.!!
Finally, we have a Default Report Format. This is a convenience feature. What this will 
do is make it easier to pull a report for this Event Status Code. Say you have a 
particular report format you like and want to use most of the time when you pull a report 
for this Event Status Code. By setting the Default Report Format, you tell VetTracker 
that it should assume you want to use that report format when you do so. You can 
always change it, but if that’s the report you usually use, it’ll save you having to select it 
when you pull the report for this code.!!
To set the Default Report Format, just click in the field. The system will present the list of 
available report formats by the Click and Select method. Choose the one you want to 
set the value.!!!
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!
Editing Event Types !
Event Types have their own screen for maintenance. Again, it’s recommended that you 
maintain ties between Event Categories and the other elements from the Event 
Categories screen. However, this screen is provided for your use, should you desire to 
maintain the Event Types directly.!

!
Event Types are not too difficult to maintain. They have a description, and they can be 
tied to one or more Event Categories. The screen is similar to the Event Categories 
screen, just with fewer options:! !
Just like with Event Categories, you use your Link and Unlink icons to attach and detach 
the Event Categories to and from the Event Types. The Add Data and Delete Data icons 
are used to, well, add and delete Event Types.!!
The “EMail” checkbox performs its usual function of associating these event types 
(when used with the event category selected) with email notifications. Note that, unless 
one or more Event Status Codes associated with the event category is also selected for 
the appropriate action, nothing will happen. This is why it is suggested you use the 
Event Category screen to maintain these settings. 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!
Editing Organizations !
Just like Event Types, the Organizations screen is similar to the Event Categories 
screen, only simplified. Take a look:!

!
All the same controls you should be familiar with by now are available - Link, Unlink, 
Add Data, and Delete Data. Also present is the “EMail” checkbox. Refer to previous 
sections to see how it works.!!
Editing Survey Templates !
VetTracker is equipped to allow you to define surveys you can complete for individual 
person records in the system. A given individual can have any number of surveys 
completed. As of the version 2.0 release, this feature is in its infancy; extensive 
reporting is planned, but not yet implemented. However, you have a significant level of 
control over the data collection and can easily export the data to an external program 
(such as Microsoft Excel) for analysis.!!
Survey definition is done as a template, in two levels. A “survey” record consists of 
some basic definitions, followed by some number of questions, all of which you can 
define. Each question can have an individually-tailored list of options from which to 
choose, and can also accept a free text answer, at your discretion. Let’s take a look at 
how the survey option data entry screen looks on the next page:!!!
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!

!
There are essentially three sections for each survey template. At the top is the 
information about the survey - its description and the default answer option list, which 
you can select. (More on this in a moment.)!!
In the center of each record is a portal displaying the questions to ask. Each question 
has a number (by which the questions will be sorted), the text of the question, the 
answer option list (which again, you can select, but which will automatically be set to the 
default for the survey), and a checkbox that you can click to allow a free text answer. (If 
you do not, users will not be able to type a free text answer when filling out the survey.)!!
At the bottom of the individual record is another portal indicating which Service Eras to 
which this survey template should be applied. This setting only matters when creating a 
new veteran record; any user with Data Entry privileges can attach any survey to any 
veteran, but when a new veteran is created, VetTracker will use this list of Service Eras 
to determine what surveys to attach to his record.!!
Okay, let’s look at each element in a bit more detail:!!
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In order to understand how the survey module works, you must first understand the 
concept of a “template”. What you’ll create on this screen represent not surveys, but 
templates from which surveys will be created. Think of them as “stamps”, like pressing 
an ink stamp onto paper, or a wax seal into wax. Whenever a survey is created for a 
user, the data on the template is used as a model.!!
This is where the color-coding on the description and answer option list comes in. If they 
are colored in red (like the screen shot above), it means that one or more surveys 
already exist in the system. When that happens, you won’t be able to change or delete 
the survey templates. To do so would corrupt the survey data that have already been 
collected.!!
The answer option lists are defined separately on another options screen, but you can 
see what the options are by hovering your mouse over the title of the list. Here’s an 
example:!
!

! !
You can choose an option list for each question (or for the default) just by clicking on the 
list field. The Click and Select window will allow you to choose your desired list.!!
Similarly, the Link and Unlink buttons allow you to attach Service Eras to the survey 
template. It’s a multiple-selection operation, and, for your convenience, all Service Eras 
are selected by default. Again, the Service Eras only apply to new veteran creation; 
they’re ignored during data entry on existing records.!!!
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!
Editing User Accounts !
User Accounts are needed for users to access VetTracker. (This should not come as a 
surprise.) When VetTracker is deployed by the developer, accounts will be created for 
personnel in your organization. However, once deployed, you’ll need to maintain those 
accounts yourself. The “Edit / create delete accounts” screen is created specifically for 
that purpose.!!
You have a wide range of options available to you for the management of internal 
accounts in VetTracker. You can create, delete, disable, enable, and modify user 
accounts. You can reset a user’s password, if the user has forgotten it. However, there 
is one very significant caveat to which you must adhere:!!
Only users with Super User privileges can perform user account activities!!!
If you should delete or disable the last account with that privilege set, or if you are the 
only user with those privileges and you forget your password, you will have to call for 
developer assistance to restore system functionality in this area! Hence, it is highly 
advised that you have more than one person in your organization with Super User 
privileges as an account manager.!!
Let’s take a look at the “Edit / create delete accounts” screen:!!

� !!
Accounts are fairly simple to set up. Each user will need the following:!!
• Name (this is the person’s actual name)!
• EMail address (to enable the system to send email to that user)!
• Account / Login Name (the user name the person will use to log in)!
• Privilege Set (defines what the person is able to do in the system; must be selected 

from the list)!!
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You may notice that there’s no “password” field on this screen. That’s because you don’t 
need to know the user’s password. (In fact, there’s no way for the developer to know a 
user’s password, once it’s been changed.) We’ll see how that works in a minute.!!
Let’s go through some of the icons on this screen and see what they’re for.!!!

!
Now that we’re familiar with the icons and what they do, let’s run through some sample 
operations and take a look at how VetTracker reacts to account changes.!!
Creating a New User Account !
To create a new user account, we start by clicking the New Account button:!

!
VetTracker creates a new record for us. We’ll fill out the information with some sample 
data (just as an example).!!

Icon Use

New account: Click here to create a new user account.

Reset password: Clicking here resets a user’s password.

Lock account: This icon (without a lock symbol) means the user’s 
account is enabled. Click it to lock (disable) the user’s account.

Unlock account: When this icon appears with a lock symbol, it means the 
user’s account is locked (disabled). Click to unlock (enable).

Delete account: Click here to delete the user’s account. Be certain you 
want to do this; if you make a mistake, you’ll have to recreate the account 
from scratch.

Update account: If you make a change to a user’s account (such as 
changing the account’s privilege set), click this icon to refresh the account 
information stored in the database’s security tables.
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� !!
Once we’re satisfied with what we’ve typed, we click outside of a field to commit the 
changes. (Note: This works differently in Instant Web Publishing; we’ll cover that in a 
minute.)!!
VetTracker creates the notification of new account for us:!!

� !!
Note that VetTracker has created a temporary password for the user. You should keep 
this password secret between yourself and the new user; if you expose it to a third 
party, it is theoretically possible for Joe’s account to be compromised.!!
You can click the “Send EMail” button to send a notification directly to Joe at this point. 
However, this will depend on whether your email client (program) is compatible with 
VetTracker or not. Many are; some are not. It’s suggested that you try it, because it’s 
significantly easier than trying to copy / paste the information. However, you might have 
to do that if you have trouble with your email program. (Many web-based email clients, 
for example, will not work properly with this function.)!!
At this point, you have a properly configured new account for your new user.!!
Consideration for Instant Web Publishing !
When creating a new account in the IWP client, clicking outside a field will not 
automatically trigger the new account notification. You’ll need to click the Submit New 
Account button, which appears below the Refresh Account button:!
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!
This icon will only appear when the account is new and in need of being submitted. You 
won’t see it otherwise.!!
Resetting a User’s Password !
We have all forgotten a password at some point in our computing lives. To allow for this 
possibility, VetTracker provides a function for a local administrator to reset a user’s 
password. Start by clicking the Reset Password icon:!

!
VetTracker will prompt you for confirmation:!!
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� !!
When you click “OK”, you’ll be presented with the Password Reset notification, which 
looks very similar to the New Account notification:!!

� !!
Again, you can optionally send an email, copy and paste the notification, or print it to 
PDF (or even a hard copy, if you like).!!
Disabling and Re-Enabling User Accounts !
Sometimes, personnel leave an organization temporarily planning to return after a 
period of time. It can be useful to have the ability to disable their accounts without 
completely deleting them; that way, when they return, you don’t have to completely 
recreate the accounts from scratch. VetTracker allows for this scenario. Let’s try it out.!!
Under normal circumstances, your users’ accounts will be enabled. The icon indicating 
that status looks like this:!
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!
Normal, happy user. Now, if I want to disable this user’s account, I click the icon. 
VetTracker prompts me to make sure I want to do this:!!

� !!
I confirm by clicking “OK”. Let’s see what Joe’s account record looks like when I do:!!

� !!
The icon now is overlaid with a little padlock, and all the fields have been highlighted in 
red. (Note: The highlighting won’t function in the Instant Web Publishing environment.) 
At this point, Joe will not be able to log into the system; he’ll get a rejection upon any 
attempt.!!
Let’s say now, Joe comes back from sabbatical. We want to reactivate his account. To 
do so, we click the same icon, except now it looks like this:!
!

This time, VetTracker doesn’t ask for confirmation. It just unlocks Joe’s account. His 
entry now looks like this:!!
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� !!
The fields are all back to normal, and the icon has no more padlock on it.!!
Updating Account Information 
 
This feature allows you to change the information on a user’s account in the database 
without having to delete and recreate it. This can be useful for changing a user’s 
privilege set, for example, or when you need to update a user’s account name. (This 
isn’t necessary when updating a user’s “real world” name, such as after a name change; 
that information isn’t used by the security model, only by VetTracker, so changing it in 
the accounts screen is sufficient.)!!
Let’s take an example of needing to upgrade Joe’s account from Data Entry to Super 
User and see how this works.!!!
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!
We start by changing the data we want to change. In this case, we update the Privilege 
Set field with the new information:!!

� !!
Now, we click the Update Account button:!

!
VetTracker warns us that some changes will take place if we proceed:!!

� !!!
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!
We’ll click “OK”. The system presents us with the Notification of the change:!!

� !!
As usual, we have the same options for distributing the information to Joe as we did 
before.!!
Editing Default Information !
VetTracker’s Options screens has a few more fields you can enter to personalize the 
system. These fields are used as defaults for specific entries to make it a little quicker to 
enter data. You can see the options at the bottom of the Options screen:!!
The name of your organization will be used in emails you send to veterans, in the 
subject line. Along with the abbreviation, it’s also used for some reporting. Your home 
city and state are also used for some reporting. By inserting this information here, you 
avoid having to do it every time you send an email or create the subject reports (for 
example, the MAP-LC report).!!
The checkbox labeled “Automatically Save Data Changes” is a system-wide setting you 
can use to disable the confirmation dialog VetTracker normally displays when a record 
commit action is seen. Although this default behavior is useful for preventing accidental 
overwriting of important information, some organizations may prefer to disable it once 
they are familiar with the software to save time in data entry.!!
Finally, the Vet Signup Goals are used for the MAP-LC report. Fill them in as 
appropriate for your organization.!!
Application Support & Feedback !
We’re dedicated to providing prompt, effective support for VetTracker users. You can 
email our support line directly at support@netcastersolutions.com, or visit our web site 
and leave your concern at www.netcastersolutions.com/contactUs.php. You can also 
contact us via phone at 706-496-0869. Be sure to provide contact information including 
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a phone number or email address so we can contact you. We’ll get back to you as soon 
as possible with a solution to your issue.!!
If you have a suggestion for enhancement to VetTracker, a bug to report, a request for a 
new feature, or a suggested change to an existing feature, by all means, let us know 
using any of the above methods. We’re always interested in improving the product, and 
we update it on a regular schedule. We can't promise that every request for feature 
changes will be implemented, but we do promise to consider every one.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The contents of this User’s Guide, “VetTracker”, and the VetTracker screen shots are 
copyright © 2015 by Net Caster Solutions. All rights reserved.
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